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THE NORIAN OF THE NORTHWEST. 

PREFATORY NOTE BY N. H. WINCHELL. 

Among the problems which were named in instructions given 
to pr. Lawson when he entered upon the season's work for t.he 
Minnesota. Geological and Natural History Survey along the 
northern coast of lake Superior, ODe was the following- To 
determine if P08sible the date and stratigraphic relations oj the 
gabbro invasion. How well he has answered that question his 
report on the "Anorthosytes of the Minnesota coast of la.ke 
Superior" bears a.mple testimony. In order, however, that the 
important bearing which his results have on the geology of the 
northeastern pa.rt of the state, may be made more apparent, it 
is deemed best to preface this publication with a. short exposi
tion of the history of the investigation, and a few paragraphs 
on the extent of the gabbro rocks and on the significance of the 
term gabbro. 

The reports of the late survey of Wisconsin, particularly 
those portions contributed by professors PumpeUy and Irving, 
treat largely of a terrane which they placed at the bottom of 

~ the then called "Keweenawan", and which they designated 
by the general term gabbro. This name had already been given 
by Prof. Streng to the "Rice Point rock" which is seen abund· 
antly at, Duluth, * and by Dr. J . H. Kloos in 1871, who had pub· 
lished his preliminary field·studies.t Again in 1877, Dr. Kloos 
gives further details of the distribution and microscopical char
acter of thi.s rock.! He calls attention to "two totally unlike 
crystalline rocks" at Duluth, one of which is the "gabbro or 
hypersthene rock", which he says had since the examination 
by Prof . Streng, actually proven to be gabbro, and which has 
an "enormous preponderance of labrador p lagioclase", and 
great paucity of other elements which are "with difficulty de
tected between the feldspar crystals, and can only be dis
tinguished with sufficient clearness in thin sections". The 

• N~ues Jahrbuch. 1871. See a traDslatlon tn the Eleventb Mlnne!Klta repon 1882 
t Zeltschri!t der Oeuts<;hen Geologischen G""ellscharL. p. 417; translation In ' the 

Tent·h MInnesota report. Compare page 111.1. where the Duluth rook Is 911.11 to have 
",. resem~Jance to gabbro. or hypeutl.>enyte" . 

; Zelt.schrltt der Oesell9cbaft rUr ENlkunde ~ u Berlin. Rd . XII, 1877. Tra.nslatlon In 
the Nineteenth annual report. Minnesota 8.urvey , pp. SI-121. 
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other crystalline rock described by Kloos at Duluth is the 
"porphyry-like melapbyr", which appears near the lake shore. 
Re calls attention to tbe contrast which it presents to the 
ga.bbro, and to its similarity with the rock at St. Croix Falls. 
'fhis rock is not only porphyritic but also amygda.loidaL The 
exact field relations between these two he could not make out, 
although it has since been ascertained that the melaphyr lies 
above the gabbro. 

The Wisconsin geologists have described wha. t plainly is the 
same formation. It occurs in the "Bad river region", a.nd its 
a.real distribution is represe-uted on sheet XXII, (accompanying 
Vol. III, of that report). Of the three classes into which the 
rocks of the Keweenawan system are divided by Prof. Pumpelly, 
the third is "Granular, plagioclase diallage rocks", and in 
this class he places solely ~'gabbro", * but recognizing some 
variations. Prof. Pumpelly considers that phase which Streng 
named "hornblende gabbro", as one of the variations of his 
series. In addition to the soda· lime feldspar, labradorite, he 
also frequently mentions the lime feldspar, anorthite, as an 
essentia.l and predominant ingredient. He allows tbe n3.me 
diabase sometimes to apply to a rock containing anorthite, but 
when dialJage appears with the usual associates, such as a 
plagioclase. feldspar, titaniferous magnetite and perhaps biotite 
and augite, the rock is put in his third class under "gabbro". 
In thus adhering to the presence or absence of diallage in the 
rock as the principal criterion for its name in his series, he 
followed the principle .and the practice of most of those lithol
ogists who had then studied these rocks. 

Later in the same volume are several other reports on these 
rocks. Prof. Irving's appears on pp, 168-83. He places the 
Bad river gabbro belt at the base of the Keweenawan series, 
and makes the important statement tbat this rock "appears to 
alternate with the ordinary diabase", If there be no mistake in 
this observation it will be found to go a long way toward estab- t 
lishipg the idea that the gabbro belt is linked inseparably with 
the diabases of the Keweenawan. It does not appear, however, 
that the details of this alternation have been given by Irving, nor 
by any other observer. It may be that Irving refers hero not so 
much to a structura.l-interbedding as to a geographical succes_ 
sion of belts or areas. From such a. succession, i . e. one of 
geographical alternation, an observer with Prof, Irving's -pre
conceived notion of the relation of the gabbro to the Keweena_ 

• Lithology of lbe Ke .. ..,eoawa o system. Wisconsi n Repert, Vol. Ill, p. 2!1, 1880. 
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wan, and the intergradation of its rocks petrographically with 
those of the Keweenawan, would almost inevitably infer a 
structural interbedding. Yet it is q uite probable that the al· 
ternation was a geographical one, and hence indicates an un
conformable overlying of Keweenawan surface flows on a series 
of ridges of gabbro, followed by abrasion and plowing such as 
that produced by the Glacial epoch.. In this gabbro belt, ac· 
cording to Prof. Irving's descriptions there are two varieties 
of gabbro, viz: l st. - That which lies farthest south, a bluish
gray to nearly black, highly crystalline rock. varying in text
ure from very fine to very coarse· grained when the individual 
crystals reach two or three inches in length. The normal COD
stituents are commonly labradorite, "augite or diallage". 
magnetite or titanic iron, and ohvine, the last not being invari
ably present. Biotite is also common. 2nd. - In the more 
northern portions of the principal gabbro helt are found sub
ordinate belts of a rock which is red-and·black·motiled. or red
black-and-gray-mottled, coarse-grained though never so coarse 
as the other variety I and marked by a greater amount of titanic 
iron_ The ingredients of this rock are the same as those of 
the other variety, except. that olivine is only rarely present, 
and is then apt to be changed to a greenish mineral, and the 
plagioclase is sometimes brick red . "The augitic ingredient 
in this rock is always highly foliated , "t and in some cases it is 
uralitized and even converted to a greenish chloritic substance. 
After a somewhat genera.lized microscopical description of each 
variety Prof. Irving concludes that his observations bear out 
the conclusions of certain European lithologist~ as to the sub
ordinate importance of the foliated condition of augite, "by 
which gabbro is ordinarily separated from diabase, of which it 
would seem to be merely a. phase". Yet Irving retained the 
na.me, both in his descriptive text and in his maps, "not only 
because most of our rock is very close to the typical European 
gabbros, but more especially because it is so sharply contrasted 
with the typical Keweenawan diabase that a separate name 
seems necessary_" He found no indication of bedding like that 
seen in the diabase_ He found the ga.bbro cut t?y intrusive 
granite, much of it being fine-grained and pinkish mixtures of 
orthoclase and quartz . 

• There I, II general descrlptlon o f this " alte,natlon" On pp. 177- 78. Vol. III. Geology 
of W!SC(Insln_ whe,e It .-.ppe,,1'8 t!'a.t there "'!loS ohser~ed nothing more th ... " !loll loter
,upled series of IIXpOS'H'fIIj of gahbro. wltb dj"ba.se Intervening. 

t Irving. Geolog y of Wlsoouslu. Vol. III, p. 17/. 
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Irving put the gabbro in the Keweenawa.n for the following 
reasons. (Geol. Wis. Vol. III. pp. 171- 172). 

lst.-The close similarity it presents in mineral composition 
to the true Keweenawan diabase. 

2nd. - The evident interstratification with the latter near the 
junction 0f the two. 

Srd. - The manner in which unmistakable Keweenawan dia.
base fills the eastern extension of the gabbro belt in the vicinity 
of Montreal river. 

4th. - The massiveness and apparent eruptive nature of the 
gabbro. 

5th.- Tbe occurrence of gabbros in the typical Keweena.wan 
region of Keweenaw point, and with the typical Keweenawan 
diabase in Douglas county, Wisconsin. 

6tb.-The apparent non-conformity of the gabbro and the 
Huronian schists, as indicated by the way in which the june· 
tion line between the two cuts diagonally across the str ike of 
the Huronian beds. 

In the description of these gabbros both labradorite and an· 
orthite are mentioned as constituting the feldspar ingredient, 
and the augite is sometimes laminated and sometimes nearly 
uncha.nged . One field exposure is described as "light· gray, 
often nearly wbite gabbro, a. peculiar phase not noted else
where. Under the microscope the large plagioclases make up 
nearly the whole section." Indeed both he and Pumpelly refer 
in several instances to the exceeding coarseness of the plagi· 
oclase crystals, and the great preponderance of the feldspar 
over all the other constituents of the rock. 

T he third annual report of the director of the United Stat.es 
geological survey contains a somewhat la.ter ( 1883) exposition 
of the Keweena.wan by Prof. Irving, embracing some new field 
observations and some new lithological studies. Here he still 
retains the gabbro series, whether in Wisconsin or in Minne· 
sota, in the Keweenawan; announces a new variety of the gab· 
bro series from Minnesota, viz.: "anorthite rock." which he 
says is "merely a coarse gabbro. in which all the ingredients 
but the fel~spar are wanting, " (p. 97) and gives some of the de· 
tails oj an 1mconjOrln1'ty oj t.he gabbro series below the diaba.ses oj 
the j'est oj Ihe formation, in the Bad ri ver region. This passage 
is so important tha.t it is worth quoting in full: 

"On Bad river, eighteen miles southwest of the Montreal, the 
lower division [i. e. the beaded diabases] has a surface width. 
from the Huronian slates below to the sandstones of the upper 
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division, of only 17,000 feet. Since the dip here is perpendic· 
ular, or nearly so, the thickness is not much less than this. It 
is shown, in the original memoir [Monograph V, U. S. Geol. 
Survey], tha.t this extraordinary thinning is connected with the 
presence below of a great belt of the coarse gabbro described 
in a. preceding paragraph of this chapter. This coarse gabbro 
-whether with or without interbedded fine_grained beds is not 
now known-usurps most of the thickness, leaving only some 
5,000 feet for the usual thin bedded flows of the lower division. 
The explal;tation ma.y be that, early in the history of the series 
there was poured out here an immense thickness of a rock 
which solidified into the coarse gabbro, while la.ter in its 
growth the vents were removed from here to either side. The 
coarse gabbro mass must have stood up to a great hight, and 
the later flows terminated against it on either side until they 
had accumulated sufficiently to overflow its upper surface," 
(pp. 136-7). On page 134. also, Prof. Irving speaks of these 
coarse gray gabbros, stating that they "present the appear
a.nce of a certain sort of unconformity with the overlying 
beds ." 

It appears from this that professor Irving was not willing to 
state unqualifiedly that the gabbro and the diabase were inter
bedded in the Bad river region. It a.lso appears that in the 
same region the same relation ·of non·conformity obtains as in 
Minnesota, although its significance was not fully entertained 
by Irving. Thus Irving saw some of the evidences adduced 
~y Dr. Lawson for considering the gabbro rocks of Wisconsin 
and Minnesota as constituting a formation intermediate be· 
tween the diabase phase of the Keweena.wan and the formation 
which he styled Huronian, which latter is a. far older terrane, 
being, undoubtedly, one of the series which we now know as 
Ontarian, and probably the lower. It was owing to Prof. Irv· 
ing's confusion of rocks of several distinct horizons under the 
general term Huronia.n that he fell into the error of putting the 
gabbro into the Keweenawan, an error that has vitiated the 
work of some of his associates, and that of some of his follow
ers, and which projected itself into the geology of Minnesota. 
Whereas he sa.w the gabbros overlying and t raversing the 
strike of the "Huronian" (Onta.rian) in the region west from 
Bad river Wisconsin, he inferred, they must be later in date. 
Again, when he found the " Huronian" (Animike) a.ssociated with 
rock "identical with the Duluth gabbro," on Pigeon point, in a 
manuer not readily determined, he applied the conclusions of 
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the former observation, and was moved to place the gabbro 
above the Animikie, at the base of the Keweenawan, although 
there is at that point no evideuce whatever looking in that di
rection. Had he understood how much lower in the strati
graphic scale the Bad river "Huronian" is than the "Huronian" 
with which he compared it in other parts of Wisconsin and in 
Minnesota, he would probably have given due heed to both 'of 
the unconformities which he briefly notes, and would have reo 
tained the gabbro in that stratigraphic position, where for 
some reasons he had felt inclined to put it. 

It is. perhaps, due largely to the researches of professor 
Irving that t.he application of the term gabbro in the 
Northwest was extended beyond the rocks t;';'at possess the 
petrographic cLaracters at first included under it by Kloos and 
Streng, and by Pumpelly. Irving found all conditions of 
change in the augite toward diallage, and all conditions from 
diallage to chlorite .* The chief distinction between the gabbro 
and the diabases of the "lower division" of his Keweenawan 
consisted in outward structural features, and in visible petro
graphic characters. The gabbro is unbedded; the diabases 
a.lways evidently bedded. The gabbro is generally light-colored 
and coarse-grained, never amygdaloidal, the diabases are dark, 
fine. grained and frequently a mygdaloidal. Although he main
tained that the gabbro was extravasated as a surface flow, and 
"canrrot ha.ve been intrusive", yet he noted many of the evi 
dences that disagree with that view. In short, structura.lly 
and petrographically the gabbro, in all rtlspects, was thought to 
grade into the Keweenawan. This view was announced in his 
Wisconsin reports, and his later work for the United States 
Geological Survey does not va.ry in any of its ma.in results, 
from the conclusions of the Wisconsin r eports. 

When we look iuto the reports of the Minnesota. survey we 
find the term gabbro applied to the Duluth rock first in 1879 
(published in 1880) . at pa.ge 23. The present writer began a. 
preliminary microscopical examination of a. series of rocks col
lected by the su rvey, mainly along the shore of lake Superior, 
and in August, 1881. he read a paper before t.he American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, t in which this 
rock is referred to, but is included in the Cupriferous series. 
'fh is was based on field exami.nations conducted in 1878 and 
lSi9 . 

• Tblrd a """ al report or the director of the U"jwd State Geo\o)!," lca\ Survey. p. Ill!. 
f ClnclnD!l.tl meoting. p. 100. Tenth Annual Heport, Minneso t a Snrvey. p. \37. 
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As noted by Dr. Lawson (p. 14) the gabbro and feldspar rock 
at Beaver bay and about Split-rock point wero referred, can· 
trary to the opinion of Norwood, to a date older than the traps 
forming the shore. "Large masses of feldspar rock, embraced 
in the trap, as boulders are embra.ced in hardpan clay, have 
been carried from Carlton's peak, or from a range of hills 
north and west of it, toward the east and southeast. These 
embraced pieces become smaller in going from their place of 
or igin. in the same manner as fragments of rock acted on by 
the drift forces." (Seventh Minnesota report , pp. 12·13). It 
was stated that the "feldspar rock" and the gabbro at Duluth 
are of one and the same formation, this statement being based 
on the existence, in minute quantities, not only of all the gab· 
bro ingredients in even the feldspar masses, but the existence 
in the pudding· stones where the feldspar masses prevail of 
some rounded gabbro masses showing various degrees of trans
i tion to pure feldspar, the augite and magnetite being evident 
to the unaided eye, the former frequently chlO1'itic. The 
writer had also examined the gabbro range at points remote 
from the coast line, and had expressed a similar conclusion. 
The following is from the tenth annual report, p. 80: 

"The mineral composition, however, is constant, and allies 
it to tbe igneous rocks of the 'gabbro range' which graduate 
into the trap rocks of the Cupriferous. It seems, however, 
that there was a vast outflow of igneous rock in the midst of 
the era of the quartzyte and slate group producing this area. of 
the gabbro range, and separating the lower portion from the 
era of the porphyries and the red shalf:! and the red sandstone 
which aro characteristic of the Cupriferous formation proper. 
There are some reasons for believing that this grea.t igneolls 
outflow entered the sedimentaries as laccolites in many places 
and thus tilted a.nd modified the overlying b~ds, instead of 
being produced prior to their depOSition." 

Again on page 99, tenth report: 
"On the south side of Little Saganaga lake the rock weath· 

ers white. It rises in · higher bluffs, resembling the Ricp point 
gabbro, and even approaching the whiteness and nearly the 
p urity of the so-called 'feldspar rock'. I t is mainly of feldspar , 
but alsO contains magnetite and a little pyroxene. The hills 
and ridges in general show a coarse bedding which dips soutb. 
Ridges 10 to 50 feet high. The sample collect.ed is weathered. 

*" *" *" *" A pinkish-red vein of syenit.e, 20 inches 
wide, cuts this gabbro. It is comparable to the red syenite 
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associated with the ga.bbro at Rice's point. 
penetra.tes irregularly through the ga.bbro. 

In both places it 
* * * * 

This {ormation not only seems to be the 'Rice Point granite', 
and the iron· bearing rock of Mayhew lake, hut a.lso to ha.ve 
furnished ihe feldspa.r masses of Castle Danger and Bea.ver 
bay." 

After an interval of several years during which these rocks 
were not studied by the Minnesota. survey, but during which 
the last results of Prof. Irving's work on them were pUbIlsbed 
by the United States Geological Survey, the attention of the 
Minnesota geologists was again directed to them. While Prof. 
Irving's large volume (Monograph v. of the U. S. Geological 
Survey) serves as a. valuable systematic presentation of the 
geology of the "Keweenawan" as known to him through his 
studies for the Wisconsin survey, much of it greatly amplified 
by more extensive t ravels, and more extended petrographica.l 
study, yet its conclusions do not depart, in any important re
spect, from those published several years earlier by the state 
survey. He admits himself that he was only able to add two 
n~w varieties of rock worthy of names to the classification 
adopted before, viz; anorthite-rock and diabase porphyryte, 
and, near the close of his investigations, resuming the exa.m
ination of the former, evidently after the volume had been 
printed, he found that the feldspar from whi.ch the name of the 
rock had been taken, "does not correspond in composition to 
typical anorthite," but rather resembles that of labradorite. * 
It soon became evident that there was something yet unknown, 
relative to the gabbro belt, in respect to its date and its strati
graphic relations with the rocks with which it was most fre
quentlyassociated. It has been a standing problem that has 
presented itself obtrusively before us for about eight years. 
Owing to the discovery of gabbro interbedded with the Pewa
bie quartzyte in 1887 (16th report, p. 85), and alternating with 
it in great belts running east and west, having a common dip 
and strike, t and influenced by the prevalent notion that the 
suC'.cessive sheets of the Cupriferous were essentially surface 
eruptions, we reached the inference that the epoch of the gab· . 
bro was t·hat of the Pewabic quartzyte, a.nd hence that the 
gabbro must be below the body of the Animikie. It should be 
mentioned, also, that a mistaken idea was held at first respect-

'Copper-be!\ r lug rock" a t Lake SUp<lrio r, pa.g<l oI3S . 
tTh ls h a.s Men more tu ll y de monstra.ted s ince t he n by the observations ot Mr. U. S. 

O.",nt . 
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ing the place of this quartzyte with respect to the Animikie. 
It was due to observations made at and east of Wauswaugoning 
bay, on the lake Superior shore, in 1879, that t his qua.rtzyte. 
then styled Wauswaugoning quartzyte. was considered to be 
above the body of the Animikie slates; when, however, the Pe· 
wabie quartzyte was found to belong below those slates, and to 
carry the gabbro with it, there was no alternative but to sep· 
arate the gabbro from the Cupriferous by allowing the inter· 
position of the Animikie between it and the diabases, which 
characteristically mark the lower Keweenawan. Only remark · 
ing that later studies have tended to show that th e Wauswau· 
ganing quartzyte, with its slaty quartztytes, is probably on 
the same horizon as the P ewabic quartzyte. it wiJI only be nee · 
essary here to introJuce a quotation from the Seventeenth 
Annual Report (p. 52) to show the situation in this stage of 
the inquiry. 

"Beds of gabbro are evenly spread with quartzyte strata above 
and below them. in the Pewabic quartzyte in northeastern 
Minnesota. In general the gabbro lies on the Animikie 
(Taconic) in Minnesota, but a. favorable observation made at 
Chub (Akeley) lake demonstrates that this quartzyte was 
partially deposi ted over the Animikie before the great gabbro 
flood occurred. The usual immediate overlie of the gabbro on 
the beds of the Taconic is due to the fact that those heds were 
nearer adjacent at the points of issue of the molten rock." 

* * * * "It has been difficult to affirm, until 
recently, the age of the gabbro outflow. It has generally been 
considered to have followed the Animikie (Taconic), but that it 
was later than the commencement of the Potsdam (Pewabic) 
was not known to the writer till he made the observations reo 
ferred to above," (p 54). 

The idea that this quartzyte lies above the Animikie was of 
but short duration. In the eighteenth annual report is a gen 
eral discussion of the "Age of the Gabbro" ( pp 43·47) opening 
wi th these words: 

"In a ttempting to correlate these observations with those 
that have been made and recorded in previous years, there is 
some difficulty in fixing the stratigraphie place of the gabbro 
eruption. It was inferred by the Wisconsin geologists that 
the gabbro sheet was the bottom layer of the great Cupl'iferous 
formation or Keweenawan, and this was accepted and has been 
followed unquestioningly by the writer in all previous reports 
and discussions of the crystalline rocks of the state. The age 
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of the great Cupriferous formation, with its traps and con
glomerates. in part at least, has been established, with in
creasing evidence and positiveness as OD the horizoLt .:.>f the 
typical New York Potsdam-at le~t at the horizon of a quartz
yte which overlies the Animikie of the Northwest. Thus the 
gabbro sheet was carried to the same age. When the gabbro 
was found to be interbedded with a quartzyte in northeastern 
Minnesota, and to lie upon and overwhelm it (the Pewa.bic 
quartzyte), it was a necessary inference that that quartzyte 
was the equivalent of the .Potsdam- or at least of the bottom 
quartzyte of the Cupriferous- and hence must lie over the 
Animikie, alt.hough at no place could the Animikie be seen in
terposed between it and the gneisses of the Giant's range. 
When it was found that this quartzyte, which is the principal 
iron horizon of the Mesabi range, shows evidence, in the region 
eastward from Pekegama falls, of passing below the body of 
the Animikie strata, necessarily carrying with it the gabbro 
sheet, the idea that the gabbro has possibly been put into <It 

wrong position, is brought out prominently before the student 
of northwestern stratigraphy, and he is disposed to call in 
question the datum from which some important conclusions 
have been drawn." 

In brief, the following considerations then were summarized 
for questioning 't.he view that had hitherto been accepted, the 
same being indications that the gabbro lies below the Animikie 
and that the Keweenawan series, in its full scopt', embraces not 
only its sandstones and diabases, so well known, but also the 
underlying Animikie. 'fhis view was not a. little strengthened 
by the discovery, reported by Dr. A. C. Lawson "'of metallic 
copper in tbe Anlmikie rocks in the Thunder bay district, 
associated with an amygdaloida,l dyke of trap. 

1. "The most important and significant fact that bea.rs on 
the stratigraphic position of the gabbro, respecting its reIa 
tion to the Animike black slates, is its occurrence along a wide 
extent, reaching from Gunflint lake southwestward as far as 
to the railroad crossing at Mallmann's (at least),next to and im· 
Tnecliately south eicher of the gneiss of the Giant's range or of 
the "greenstones" of t.he Kawishiwin, without the appearance 
of any of the black slates between them. 'fhere is an appear· 
ance of (jltart~yte, with olivine grains and with magnetite, geo
graphically between the gneiSS and the gabbro, the same being 
unquestionably the Pewabic quartzyte seeu near Gunflint lake . 

• A'"erlQau Geologist. Mar<;b, 1S90. vol. v. p. 114. 
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This quartzyte sometimes is impure and limonitic, and seems 
to be the chief iron horizon of the Mesabi range. Thi s near 
conjunction (which is sometimes apparent.ly an exact contact) 
of the gabbro with the gneiss. and the absenco of the Animike 
proper between them, has been supposed to be due to a local 
overlap of the gabbro beyond the strike of the Animike. cover
ing it from sight, the ioea being that the gabbro flowed back 
northward over older formations , a.nd came on to the gneiss. 

2. Although there has not yet been any careful microscopical 
examination into the differences between the typical gabbro 
(for instance that seen at Rice's point, near Duluth) and the 
eruptive rocks that overlie the Animike black slates __ at Gun· 
fl.i~t lJl,\(e and eastward to Pigeon point, it has been noticed that 
there are microscopic distinctions which ought to be explained 
in case of a supposed parallelism of one rock with the other. 
The supposition bas been that they are stratigraphically and 
chronologically the same, and that the differences were only 
local and unimportan t. It was this assumed parallelism and 
the evidently later age of the eastern outcrops (the "crowning 
overflow" of the Animike) which has led to the placing of the 
gabbro later than the Animike. There is absolutely no other 
evidence. If these two eruptive rocks are not contemporary, 
there is not only no reason against, but considerable e vidence 
in favor of p lacing the typical gabbro (such a.s at Rice's point. 
and at Li ttle Saganaga lake) below the body of the black slates. 

3. Boulders of characteristic gabbro and of red syenite, and 
of the quartz porphyry, occur abundantly in the later "traps" 
of the Cupriferous. The quartz-porphyry pebbles are so 
abundant, as to constitute the well known thick beds of coarse 
conglomera.te; and quartz-porphyry layers or lenticular sheets 
are interbedded between the trap sheets. This quartz ·porphyry 
in some cases appears to have originated in its present condi · 
tion of interleaved sheets during the time of the Cupriferous. 
This is observable at the mouth of Baptism river, and at the 
Great P alisades. A t these points, however, owing to the prox· 
imity of bosses of gabbro rising above the rest of the country 
about, it is certain that those portions of the Cupriferous, 
which contain the original quartz· porphyry beds, are near the 
bottom of the formation. This is further shown by the exist· 
ance, in the same region (at and near Beaver Bay), of large 
boulder· masses of gabbro in the trap flows, evidently derived 
from the neighboring gabbro hills, From this point, north · 
ward to the gneiss of the Giant's range, nothing IS visible, in 
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the form of rock in situ, except gabbro, or some " muscovado"
like rock described at some outcrops somewha.t furtber west" 
by H. V. W.inchell. The region is not fully explored, but it 
appears from a.ll that is known, that there is nothing to be 
found of the typica.l, thin black sla.tes of the Animike. It is as 
reasonable to infer tha.t they followed after the gabbro flood, 
as that they preceded it. In case they followed a.fter it. their 
typical characters were destroyed in this region by the fre
quent outhursts of igneous eruption, a.nd they blended with the 
tuffs and sbales and basic sheets that constitute, on the north 
shore of lake Superior, the lower portion of the Cupriferous 
formation. In case they preceded they must exist buried be-
low the gabbro, ~ hithf'lrto supposed. * * * * 

5. On the supposition that the Animike black sla tes are in
volved in the Keweenawan. and, while overlying the gabbro, 
lose their typical characters at points further southwest. the 
interbedding of the Animike with beds of trap-rock, which is a 
common feature about GunB.int lake and on the shores of Loon 
lake, is easily expla.ined, and indeed falls into place as one of 
the to-be expected facts of such a period of recurring erup
tions. It also obvia.tes the necessity of a supposed change in 
the character of the eruptive rock, i. e., tha.t the gabbro of 
Rice's point and Little Saganaga. lake becomes. on Pigeon 
river, the 'dark or greenish trap -rock and the dioryt.e which in
ter·bed and characteristically overlie the Animike, forming the 
well ·lmown 'crowning overflow' ot that region." 

Again, in "The Iron Ores of Minnesota.," there are some con
siderations touching the nature and date of the gabbro dis
turbance·t 

;'The rock itself is gabbro, a. .!;ms.i~_~!uptive. of gra.y color 
and genera.lly of coa:rsecrystatline textUre-.- Its minera.ls a.re 
labradorite, augite, magnetite. biotite. olivine. The r elative 
amounts of these minerals undergo great varia.tion. While 
perhaps in no case will any at them be found entirely wanting 
over large areas, they are severally sometimes so scarce, while 
at the same places some of the others prevail, that tbe rock 
takes on very contrary aspects. When the la.bradorite pre
vails, as about Li ttle ::::;aganaga lake, a.nd Bellisima lake, and 
in Carlton's pea.k, and in the feldsp ar masses tha.t are embraced 
in the <lark trap at Beaver ba.y, the rock when fresh is glassy, . 

°SeveDt«<"h repo ~l, p.lItI.g ,. Sample. 387 (H). 
tThe Iron Ores ot MlnDMOI.a. Blil letia VI . fall nDesota, Geo1os:lcal aad Na~ural H III

lo ry Survey. 1891. p.lZi 
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gra.y, and firm, but aD weathering it becomes almost white. 
When the magnetite preva.ils, as in the suburbs of Duluth, 
about the southern environs of Birch lake. a t Iron (May hew) 
lake, and ma.ny other places, the rock is black a.nd firm, and 
simply becomes speckled with lighter spots on weathering, the 
spots indicating the existence of crumbling crystals of labra· 
dorite. When the olivine or augite or both prevail, which is 
apt to be accompanied by the appearance of crystalline masses 
of hornblende, and in cases of weathering near the wawr, the 
rock has a green, or dark green color, the green tint being in· 
creased by the conversion through weathering of some of these 
into serpentine, chlorite or delessite. .. .. .. It was 
supposed by the geologists of the late Wisconsin geological 
survey that the gabbro eruption in the main, took place a.fter 
the completion of the Animikie strata, and that it fo rmed the 
base of the Keweenawan, fading off upwardly by a succession 
of traps and sandswnes and with interbeddings of conglomer· 
ates and volcanic tuffs into the most characteristic features of 
the Keweena.wan. This view has also been held by all the 
Minnesota reports except the eighteenth. But it has been 
found that the great gabbro flood of nortbeastern Minnesota 
was outpoured at an earlier date. In the sixteenth annua.l reo 
port'" will be found evidence that it began during the deposi · 
tion of the P ewabic quartzyte .. .. .. and must follow 
it to the lower portion of the Animikie, and hence to near the 
commence ment of the Taconic." 

On the geological map which accompanies " The Iron Ores of 
Minnesota," the gabbro belt is roughly laid off and represented 
as a distinct terrane separate from the diabases a.nd conglome· 
rates of the Cupriferous proper, under the name Nodan. By 
an omission in the "transfer" by the lithographer theCarlton's 
peak area was not represented as Norian, although the Beaver 
Bay area of feldspar rock was included. This separated part 
was designed to include also all the red syenites, diorytes and 
felsytes with which the gabbro rock is closely associated. In 
thus removing large masses of crystalline rock, usually con
sidered to be portions of the Archrean from the Keweenawan, 
it was not intended to convey the idea that they should be 
placed in the Archrean. It had been a growing impression, 
and had reached almost a conviction. resulting from an attempt 
to compare and adjust the results of study on these rocks in Min· 
nesota with the published results of the Wisconsin survey, that 

'Pages 85, 88 ; 17tb report, pp.~, 53; 18tb report. pp. ~3-41. 
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there was a grea.t series of crystalline rocks. la.ter than the 
Ontarian of the Archrean, of which there had not been made 
any just and correc t interp retat.ion. Sometimes these rocks 
have been studied in the field in Michigan and Wisconsin, and 
they had been put either in tbe " H uronian", that catcb·all 
which covers much geological ignorance, and sometimes tbey 
had been included in the Keweenawan. It was quite evident 
also that the earlier geologists of New York and Canada bad 
included them in the Laurentian, or in tbe upper L aurentian, 
sometimes designating them as " upper gneisses". At no 
place bas it been appropriate to fully discuss this question in 
the publicat.ious of t.he geological survey. The bare announce
ment was made in the above ment.ioned map, because it was 
necessa.l'y to express something in the form of a "classifica
tion", of the iron-bearing rocks, but the reasons therefor were 
not given, as noted' by Dr. Lawson. T he fi rst expression of 
doubt as to the correctness of this idea of their L aurentian age 
in Minnesota was in the following words, found in the ninth 
annual report of the Minnesota. survey, p. 387.* 

"The mineralogical characters of these belts of igneous rock. 
which form some of the main features of the topography, seem 
to ally them to the Norian rocks of T. S. Hu n t. and to the 
labradorite rocks of Canada. At least, if they be not the 
western extension of those formations, then those formations 
have not yet been d iscovered in Minnesota.. But several 
traverses have been made of the country northwest of lake 
Superior for the purpose of geologica.l examinations without 
finding anything that is at all comparable to those forma.tions if 
it be Dot the rock of these hill-ranges. The roc'k consists gen
erally, of some feldspar, which at Duluth has been found to be 
labradorite in large per cent., and at some p laces constituting 
over ninety per cent. of the ma.ss, with varying p roportions of 
augite or of magnetite, or magnetic menacannite, with various 
accessory ingredient::>, or of minerals tbat result from change. 
It is massive, fi r m, usually dark colored, and rises in low 
mountain ranges, as already stated. ... * * 

So far as examined tbese labradorite rocks contain no bands 
of limestone. In the absence of t his element, and in this only, 
so far as can be judged by the writer, these labradorite rocks 
seem to differ from the labradorite r ocks of the 'upper L au
rentian' of Canada." T hese rocks being, therefore, in Minne -

• Also II> t he P roceedings of the ADler1c,,"n Assodatiol> for the ... dvll.ncement of 
science, lB80. Th, C"prl!"'oUl! uriu In. M'nn.,,'ltJIa. 
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sota, considerably younger than the Laurentian, there was 
thought to be good reason for suggesting that the Eowon cana· 
dense, characteristic, as supposed, of the upper Laurentian in 
Canadw, "ma.y be instead an organism of Cambrian or lower 
Silurian. " 

Notwithstanding this and other expressions of similar pur· 
port, scattered through the reports of the Minnesota survey, it 
was uotuntil the publication of the "Iron Ores of Minnesota" 
that any attempt was made to give general expression to a can· 
clusion, and in that case it was without basing it on any discus· 
sion or putting forward of the data on which it might be based. 
Indeed, whatever the age of the Norian, so· called in Minnesota, 
there was no intention, even at that time, to separate it from 
the formation long known as Cupriferous, a.nd later as Nipigon, 
or Keweenawan. But it was expected to retain it within that 
formation by some internal reconstruction of its stratigraphic 
components, or by an enlargement of its stratigraphic compass . 
It was suggested, in line with this purpose, that perhaps the 
Animikie disappeared from view between Pigeon pOint and 
Beaver bay, because of a change in the characters of the co· 
temporary sedimentation, by the action of which its cha.racter · 
istic slates and quartzytes were replaced at the same horizon by 
red shales, tuffs, sandstones and conglomerates, such as prevai l 
along the lake Superior shore westward from Gra.nd Marais . 
Such a transition at the horizon of the Animikie would ma.ke it 
necessary to include the Animikie in the Cupriferous, and 
would remove the obstacles which otherwise existed to the 
retention of the Norian, or gabbro belt, at a horizon below the 
Animikie, or near its base. It is to the discernment of Dr. 
Lawson that we are indebted for the first sufficient exposition 
of the relations of the characteristic Cupriferous to these ga.b· 
bro rocks,put all together ina systematic discussion,with vivid 
illustrations. The writer has DO hesitation in adopting the reo 
suIts of Dr. Lawson's work, for he regards them not only as 
well founded, but as a very welcome solution to a very per· 
plexing series of facts which needed and had not yet received 
any sa.tisfactory adjustment. 

There remain, however, one or two minor points which the 
careful reader will note, which need further consideration, inas· 
much as this interpretation of Dr. Lawson's report carries its 
application to an extent somewhat further than he has himself . 
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indicated, the important significance of which he may not have 
foreseen, or may not have been willing to accept if foreseen. 
These are: . 

1. Is the anorthosyte described by Dr. Lawson at Carlton 
peak, Beaver bay and Split· rock point, geographically a por
tion of the great gabbro belt, and identical with it in origin 
and date? This hinges very largely on the next. 

2. Is the "anorthite rock" which characterizes the anortho
syte at Carlton peak and Split-rock point petrographically the \ 
same as the gabbro of the gabbro belt, only differing from it in 
non-essential characters? 

The summary results attained by Dr. Lawson are made to 
apply by him only to the distinctive outcrops at Carlton peak, 
Beaver bay and Split-rock point. The region of the Duluth 
rock, where the gabbro of the Northwest was first known, and 
has been most studied, is omitted by him from his discussion. 
The same is true of points farther east, such as the gabbro of 
Hat point and of Pigeon point. -He does not allude to outcrops 
in Wisconsin. His determina.tions require a rock made up 
entirely, or almost entirely, of anorthite or labradorite feldspar. 
The specimens he examined a.ppear to have been sucb_ Prob· 
ably more field-work may be required to remore all doubt as to 
the continuity of the anorthite rock and the gabbro geograph
ically, and more labora.tory work to determine the petrographic 
cha.racters that may ally or dissociate these rocks, but it may 
be well to summarize briefly the fact;;; which seem at present to 
warrant the assumption that thtly are the same. 

1. They have been described by professors Pumpelly and 
Irving, as can be seen by the foregoing quotations from their 
reports, in such terms that they cannot be separated into two 
formations either geographically or petrographica.lly. In numer
ous instances they have described the gabbro, in its large and 
characteristic exposures in Wisconsin,as made up almost wholly 
of one feldspar, usually labradorite, and sometimes in very 
large grains or crystals. 

2. When the present writer collected samples from the 
boulder-masses of feldspar rock embraced in diabase near 
Split· rock point, he was particular to note that some of the 
masses were not of pure feldspar rock, but contained, in the 
usual proportions, the minera.ls augite and magnetite_ Thus 
he noted in the field, and subs.~quently published the alliance 
of these two rocks petrographically, the two embraced together 
heterogeneously in a sort of pudding-stone of trap-rock, to the 
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exclusion of every other kind of rock, except the red granite." 
Since that time microscopical thin sections have revealed in the 
fe ldspar boulders, however p ure they may appear to the eye, 
small quantities of augite,and from these minute quantities there 
are all gradations to typically coustituted gabbro. There are 
8ol so, 8omongst these detached masses, some that are darker 
than the ordin8ory gabbro. containing very large proportions 
of augite and magnetite, with sume oUvine. t It thus appears 
that at the locus, where the later diabase sheets received the 
distinctive anorthi te rock, there were variations to typical gab
bro, and even to the very dark and heavy gabbro. Such vari
ations have been noted repeatedly at points where the gabbro 
belt appears in Wisconsin and in Minnesot·a. Again the red 
granite p ieces, which appear as isolated boulders in the diabase 
flows a t Beaver bay. indicate the same relation, for red granite, 
the augite ·syenyte of Prof. Irving, is a frequent _attendant of 
the gabbro range in Minnesota, as well as in Wisconsin. 

The nicer distinctions between the . feldspars, 1. e . whether 
labradorite or anorthite, do not seem to play any important 
part in the solution of the question at issue. There is good 
authority fo r the s tatement that both these feldspars are 
found both in the anorthite rock and in the gabbro, 801· 
though it now appears that labradorite predominates in both. 
This itself is a bond of petrographic alliance between them 80nd 
is perhaps as strong as any. 

Negatively considered, if the anorthite rock be not the 
same formation as the gabbro, room must be made for both of 
them in the geologic composition of the northern part of the 
state, and it will require a greater reconsideration and a great· 
er reconstruction to accommoda.te two such formations than to 
accommodate one and implies greater error in a.ll previous 
work. 

The consequences of t.his important r esult are far·reaehing. 
It makes it necessary to reconsider some of the descriptions 
th80t ha.ve been publisbed of the relations of this rock to other 
formations, in 'Visconsin, and a lso. to make some comparisons 
with simila r geology in regions further east. 

'rhe Bohemianmountains, of Keweenaw point, were described 
by Foster & Whitneyl as constituting the axis of an anticlinal 

· See PI}. 111. 112 and liB. T enth Annual ReJ)Ort. 
1"On'" or the samples collected by the writer. nUlnbere<l 816. shows thischa.raHer. 

Another or the saine nun,ber Is nearly pu re feldspar, but lIs gra in Is not SO t>"<lah and 
ooane as much orth,.t seen at Beaver bay. 

tRepOrt on tbo Geology and T opn"raphy or a pnrtlon ot the l:.oke SUjI(lrlor land dis_ 
trict, Pa rt 1. Dopper landS, p. 64, 1S50, 
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structure, which they gave to the point. The rock of this 
range was said to be different from that in the northern trap 
ranges, both in lithological character and in the mode of its 
occurrence. The northeru range was made up of numerous 
trap beds, with amygdaloidal and granular varieties interstr3.
tified, and with various detrital rocks, especially congLomerates. 
The Bohemian, or southern range, consisted of a vast crystal
line mass, forming an anticlinal axis, "flanked on the north 
by the bedded trap and conglomerate, and on the south by con· 
glomerate and sandstone." The contour of the bedded trap 
was observed to be very different from that of the unbedded. 
The hills composed of the former rise by a succession of stair
lil>:e ascents; those of the latter are either dome·sbaped or 
rounded. '1.'he rock itself sometimes contains numerous crys · 
tals of magnetic iron ore which occasionally forms a large POI" 
tion of the rock. The diagrammatic section given by Foster & 
Whitney (p. 66) shows Bohemian mount, "composed of labra
dor acd chlorite," with its irregular patches of magnetite, 
forming a central range in the form of an anticline from which 
the other ?'ocks in unconformable overlie, dip in opposite directions. 
Numerous geologists. including Jackson. Foster and Wpituey, 
Whittlesey. 'r. S. Hunt, Gaujot, described the st,ructure as anti
clinal. ltappears that this structure is very similar to that found 
to obtain in Wisconsin and Minuesota, wherever these terranes 
exhibit their mutual relatious, and it provokes the inquiry 
whether it may not be well to re·examine the geology of Ke
weenaw point with this question in view. Prof. Irving included 
these rocks all in one ser ies, substantially conformable amongst 
themselves, under the term Keweenawan, but it appears more 
than probable that there is a profound break between the rocks 
of the Bohemian range and the well ·known traps of the north
ern range, and that too much was embraced under the name 
Keweenawan. 

THE NORIAN. 

The foregoing descriptions lead irresistibly to a search for a 
suitable name for the lower series. Precedent and scientific 
nomenclature seem to require the use of an old name if it be 
found that one has already been given to this group of rocks. 
Fortunately the dominant characters of this group are very 
marked. and they are easily found when they have been ascrIbed 
to any other lucality. As we approach nearer a grand classi. 
fication of the crystaline terranes, such as can be said to be ap
plicable over large if not continental areas, it will become 
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necessary to abandon some of the local names which have been 
used during the course of investigation, and to choose from the 
various synonyms those which will be warranted by the rules of 
geological nomenclature. Mr. Lawson has proposed a new 
name (Carltonian) and that will be convenient for those who do 
not yet feel ready to accept the grander parallelisms. and who 
do not wish to confound their studies by the use of possibly 
ambiguous terms. But to the writer the field· s tudy and the 
research have been pursued far enough to warrant the refer· 
ence of these rocks to a recognized epochal position, with a 
well· known designation. At first called upper L aurentian, by 
Logan. because they lie unconformable on the real L aurentian 
rocks, north from Montreal; subsequently Labradorian, by T. 
Sterry Hunt, because of the prevalence of that mineral (labra· 
dorite) which received its name from Labrador; they were 
lastly designated. by the same geologist. Norian. because of 
their prevalence at Esmark. Norway, where the norytes were 
first described. Tbe term "upper Laurentian'" is objectiona· 
ble because tbere is reason to believe these rocks are separated 
from the Laurentian by a long interval of time , and because 
their dominant characters show them to" have been largely of a 
basic eruptive, and thus very markedly distinct in date and 
origin from the acidic granites and gneisses that characterize 
the proper Laurentian. Were it not for this the term "upper 
Laurentian," having precedence in date, might be perpetuated. 
Dr. Hunt was the author of both the other terms, and his later 
choice was Norian.* His succinct description of them is in the 
following terms: 

"The typical norytes consist chietly of a t riclinic feldspar, 
varying in composition from anorthit-e to andesine. but gener
ally near labradorite in composition. The color of these rocks 
is ordinarily some shade of blue, - from bluish· black or violet 
to bluish-gray. smoke· gray or lavender, more rarely passing 
into fiesh-red, and occasiona.lly greenish-blne. greenish, 01' 
bluish -white. The weathered surfaces are opaque white. 
These norytes are sometimes nearly pure feldspar. but often 
include small portions of hypersthene, pyroxene, or horn· 
blende,- - the former two being sometimes associated in the 
same specimen and in contact with each other. A black mica 
(biotite). red garnet, epidote, chrysolite, and menacannite 
(titanic iron) are frequently present in the!'le rocks; quartz, 

' Chenllcal and Geologica l eS'ays, Third ed ition. 1891, p. 278. T ho term wa~ also 
u3ed by H unt In the s.,;ond edltlun p. 27a, 1878. 
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however, is rarely seen, and then only in small quantities. 
Through an admixture of the first named minerals these norytes 
pass into hyperyte, diabase and dioryte. The norytes vary in 
texture, beiug sometimes coarsely granitoid, and at other times 
fine grained and nearly impalpable. The coarser varieties 
often present large cleavable masses sbowing the strire char· 
acteristic of the polysynthetic macles of the triclink feldspars, 
and sometimes exhibit a fine play of colors, as in the well· 
known specimens from Labrador. A gneissic structure is well 
marked in many of tbe less coarse ·grained varieties of noryte, 
and the lines of bedding are shown by the arrrangement of the 
various foreign miuerals. Although norytes predominate in 
the Norian series. they are found in the area of these rocks 
which is seen 00 the north of Montreal to be interstratified with 
beds of micaceous orthoclase gneiss, quartzyte and crys talline 
limestone." 

Toward the south further these rocks prevail in the south· 
ern Adirondacks. appearing on lake Champlain. They contain 
in E ssex county the titanic iron ore which has been mined for 
many yea.rs. They are here associated, in some manner as yet 
unascertained, with a rarge series of quartzose gneisses, crys· 
talline limestone and hematite ores. In the northern slopes of 
the Adirondacks these latter rocks are very largely developed, 
dipping conspicuously toward the north, and northwest. A 
late examination by the writer convinced him tha.t these 
gneisses do not belong in the true Laurentian, although usually 
so regarded. * In some of their outcrops they seem to pass 
lithologically into tbe quartzyte so largely wrought at Potsdam; 
although no structural evidence was found to support sllch a 
hypothesis. In many places, however, in eastern New York 
the norytes have been described as interbedded with such 
rocks, and in the Courtlandt series, on the H udson river they 
emorace nonconformable masses and blocks both of quartzyte 
and of limestone known to be of primordial age by the dis· 
covery of characteristic trilobites. The series extends into 
New J ersey, carrying valuable iron ores, long mined, but there 
the mined ores are non·titauic magnetites. I n the Courtlandt 
series, according to the descrip tions of Prof. Geo. H . Williams t 
all transitions occur between the degree of presence or absence 
of the hornblendic. the augitic, the biotitic and the chrysolitic 
varieties. The olivine bearing portions are " destitute of any 

th·:'Le~~r~';;~j~e.:-: J "".IEB H .. LL. Am. JourD. ScL. (3). XLI. 298, who "'<eludes them from 

tAOl"rlean Joul'n;.l o f Science (1If). XXX .. JUII. 1886. p. 27. 
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considerable quantity of feldspar, and belong therefore to the 
family of peridotytes". They pass, however, by an increase 
in the amount of feldspar, into olivine norytes, olivine gabbros, 
and olivine diorytes. "The constan t occurrence of such trans· 
itional ~forms, and the want of any regularity in the distribu
tion of the pure tpyes, make it impossible to regard these rocks 
as anything but local modifications, or special facies of one and 
the same mass. However great their mineralogical variety 
may be they together fOl'm but a single geological unit". The 
age of this invasion of the fragmentals at Courtlandt by basic 
irruptives is certainly paleozoic, on the authority of Prof. J. 
D. Dana j* and Prof. J. F. Kemp has stated that they contain 
(at Rosetown near Courtlandt) masses of Cambrian limestone. 
Dana, indeed, at first considered them metamorphosed sedi· 
ments of L ower Silurian age, as there ar e various crystalline 
effects produced by them on the concerned clastics, resulting 
in schists and diorytes and soda-granites. 

The same rocks have been found by C. H. Hitchcock in tbe 
White mountains of New Hampshire, and there they are said 
to lie non-conformably upon an older ' metamorphosed series, 
which again is non·conformable upon the true Laurentian. 

A formation thus characterized and so easily identified by its 
lithology as well as its stratigraphic relations should not long
er be without a recognized name; and it seems appropriate that 
it should bear the name Norian, whether it be found in the east 
or in the northwest. In Minnesota, and in the north 
west generally, wherever these rocks have been found 
they are associated wit.h various evidences of upheaval, 
metamor phism and eruption. Therefore, they afford not only 
one, but numerous interesting features, which are as yet but 
faintly understood, g iving rise to several problems, the true 
solution of which can be but partially foreshadowed, or are en 
tirely beyond answer with our present knowledge. 

THE LOGAN SlLLS. 

Professor L awson's second paper, the laccoliticsills of the Ani
rnikie 1'ocks of lake Superior, has a close relation with some of the 
problems alluded to above, and his investigation throws some 
light on them. 

It had been, apparently, the source of some perplexity with 
Prof. Irving, that the gabbro, wherever he saw it in Wisconsin 
-and the same is t rue of it in Minnesota--is non-bedded, non-

'AmerIQa.n Journa.! of Science. (lit). XX. 1111. 1880. 
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amygdaloidal. non·basaltic, never presenting the peculiar stair
like ascents up the hills which it forms, noted by Foster and 
Whitney as cha-racteristic of the traps of Keweenaw point. Ir 
order to account for this, a.nd for some other peculiarities of its 
distribution and manner of outcrop, he imagined that perhaps 
the gabbro bosses that n,)w appear at the surface are simply 
the congealed and now uncovered reservoirs of basic rock ma
terial which furnished the diabasic overflows of t~e Cuprifer
ous_ This suggestion he repeats: 

"The great coarseness of grain, the perfection uf the crysta.l
lization, the abrupt terminations of the belts, the complete 
want of structure and the presence of intersecting areas of 
crystalline granitoid rocks-all suggest the possibility that we 
have here to do with masses which Lave solidified at great 
depths. They certainly cannot, however, be regarded as in
trusives, so that unless we regard them as great outflows, we 
should be forced to look upon them as the now solidified res
ervoirs from which the ordinary Keweenawan flows have 
come."* 

'rhis hypothesis, though rejected by Irving, taken in 
connection with the facts adduced by Dr. Lawson and the 
further fact that there is no essential petrographic distinction 
between the gabbro and the diabases of the Keweenawan, but 
that attendant physical surroundings would account for all 
their differences, seems to explain many of the anomalies which 
hitherto have hung about the accepted theory of origination of 
the gabbro. In northeastern Minnesota the gabbro belt, along 
its northern border, crowds more and more toward the north. 
It succeSSively traverses the southern surface bonndary of the 
lower Animikie, or Pewabic quartzyte, with which it is con
spicuously interbedded, then rests against or upon large areas 
of the Keewatin (or Kawishiwin) greenstone; and finally is ab. 
solutely in contact with granites and gneisses of the Giant's 
range, and then falls rapidly away southward. It has been 
supposed that as a surface flow the gabbro spread back north
ward and thus came into contact with these older rocks in the 
same manner as the Keweenawan diabases have been observed 
tQ do; but it may be that this movement was a deep ·seated lac
coli tic motion of molten rock, entering such open:ings in the 
earth's crust as t he incidents of fracture and upheaval pre
sented. Such openings were liable to appear not only in the 

'Th lrd a nnual re port nr the dlrecklr of t he U. S. Geologlc .. 1 s urvey. p. 125. 
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Animikie but also in the Keewatin, the line of fracture in the 
crust t&king such a direction as the exigencies of pressure or 
of weakness required. Such fracture in Minnesota. would 
appear to have been in a crescentic line with is concavity toward 
the southeast, somewhat more sharply curved than the pres· 
ent shore line of lake Superior. Starting from Duluth it ran 
rapidly north or northeastward. Tben it turned more east· 
wardly, at a distance of about seventy miles from the lake 
shore; then still more southeastward, and reached the shore 
again at Pigeon point; there passing under the present wa.ter 
surface, reappearing apparently on the northern side of Isle 
Roy.ale. Such fracture line, or at least sucb a gabbro belt, 
conforms with the line of outflow 'points of the Keweenawan, 
hud with the laccolitic appearances of the trap sills in the 
slates of the Auimikie as well as with the greatest frequency of 
diabase dikes. It would be necessary to allow, on this hypo
thesis. that large thicknesses of rocky strata have been reo 
moved at the points where these gabbro reservoirs gathered. 
in order to explain their present appearance at the surface. 

As to the date at which this laccolitic disturbance may be 
supposed to have taken place, it is plain that, if it gave rise to 
the surface flows of trap which characterize the Keweenawan, 
it must h ave been substantially cotemporary wit.h the Kewee
nawan. The Animikie must have been deposited prior, and per · 
haps some of the Keweenawan . At any rate the escaping 
molten magma is interbedded with and constitutes some of the 
Keweenawan and is involved with some clastic beds. Wherever 
the Animikie existed it was liable to these intrusions. Where 
it did not exist the laccolites were formed in oldec rock. 
Where the batholitic gabbros are directly overlain, as at Carl · 
ton peak and at Beaver bay, by Keweenawan diabase it at first 
appears there was an interval of surface erosion between t.he in · 
trusion of the massive gabbro and the extrusion of the bedded 
diabase. The massive structureless knobs of gabbro could not 
thus be formed at the surface by extrusion. At such points the 
Animikie may have once existed. That would require that the 
grand epoch of this disturbance should have its commencement 
prior to the bulk of the Animikie; should continue through it 
and should have its close in the later portion of Keweena.wan 
time. If the Animikie never existed at such points, in order to 
produce such unconformities there must have been eroded 
some older rocks in order to expose the gabbro to the later trap 
outfloWS. Such older rocks must have been some of t.he 
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Archrean, and in tha.t case some trace::; of them ought to be 
found at some of these interesting localities. 

'l;'he non·existence of volcanic debris in this period of dis· 
turbance, when such deep·seated movements were taking place, 
allowing the transference of enormous . quautities of molten 
rock from place to place within the crust, and the extrusion of 
other enormous quantities at the surface, and that, too, at a 
time when the presence of the sea about the vents is attested 
by the occurrence of interbedded clastic rocks, would certainly 
be an unexpected anomaly. Dr. Lawson has found nothing 
that indicates the existence of contempora.ry volcanoes in the 
Animikie, but such negative evidence is not quite sufficient to 
establish sucb an import,ant principle. In this, however, while 
he agrees with Prof. Irving, who found no volcanic ash even 
in the Keweenawan, he is at variance with Foster and Whit· 
ney and with other observers, including the writer. It is very 
probable that the nature of some of the soft amygda \oids, and 
some of the stratiform clastic beds of the Keeweenawan have 
not been investigated sufficiently. It is very certain that some 
beds embraced between she~ts of trap on the north shore of 
lake Superior, consisting of wholly non·consolidated materials, 
have the ar-pearance of being of the nature of volcanic ash, 
but they have not yet been examined with care. 

It is difficult therefore, WIth this interpretation of the 
gabbro intrusion, to separate structurally and chronologically 
the later diabase extrusions of the Cupriferous from the 
gabbro itself, just as it 'is to distinguish the one from the other 
by any essential petrographical characters. If this hypothesis 
be abandoned , and the gabbro belt and the anorthosyt-e rocks 
at the localities described by Dr. Lawson, be relegated wholly 
to Arcbooall time, as suggested by him, there will arise such 
attendant problems that it may be found impossible to satisfy 
all the facts. For instance, if the gabbro (anorthosyte) dis· 
turbance wa.s in Archooan time. and the diabase outflows and 
t he Animikie laccolites, were produced in paleozoic time, and 
hence subsequent ro the ba.sal Taconic erosion·interval, how 
does it happen that the gabbro (anorthosyte) rocks are inter· 
bedded with the Pewabic quartzyte which is the base of the 
paleozoic? How also can it be explaiue4 that where the gabbro 
{anorthosytel intrusions approach the Animikie slates, form. 
ing large bosses such as Mt. Josephine a.nd Pigeon point, 
tbere also the diabase dykes and laccolitic sills are found to be 
largest and most numerous? It may reasonably be asked 
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also, on the hypot.hesis that the gabbro (auorthosyte) rock is 
of Archrean age, how can its close petrographic alliance with 
the diabases be account-ed for? Probably the chief obstacle 
to the separation of the gabbro (anorthosyte) rock from the 
epoch of the diabase extrusions, lies in the close areal agree· 
ments which they manifest. In general, the area of one is 
the homo of the other. Wherever the gabbro occurs there is 
associated traprock, though the converse is obviously not 
true. The trend of the gabbro (anorthosyte) belt, whet.her in 
Wisconsin or Minnesota, conforms closely with the strike of the 
diabase belt. On the south side of lake Superior the gabbro 
(anorthosyte) belt is to the south of the northward dipping our· 
face diabase flows; on the north side of the lake it is on the north 
side of the southward dipping diobase flows. In each case it 
allows the supposition that, on the degradation of the rocks 
covering the batholite while the reservoir was feeding the 
surface flows, the uncovered batholite is separated geograph· 
ically from the diobase flows by a surface intefval which may 
be ocCltpied in whole or in part by some of the Animikie beds. 
This interval is frequently hid by drift accummulations and 
has rarely been studied with care. However, in any case, 
whether there be any intervening Animikie or not, if the in
trusion of the gabbro took place within Archrean rocks at 
such places as where those rocks constituted a dry land sur· 
face, and the Animikie had never been deposited over them, 
the diabase extrusions would t.hen lie directly upon the 
Archooan, and on being uncovered the gabbro would be found 
interbedded and otherwise in contact with the Archooan rocks. 

There seems, however, to be no ready way to explain the im· 
mediate overlie of the diabases on the gabbro (anorLhosyte) 
rocks, as described at Carlton pea.k and eastward from 
Beaver b:y, and as mentioned by Prof. Irving in Wisconsin. 
and by Foster and Whitney on Keweenaw point, except by 
supposing two epochs of disturbance. allowing an erosion in· 
terval, or one long·continued epoch with a diversified history 
including surface degradation at such places. Dr. Lawson's 
ilfustrations and descriptions in this bulletin are perhaps the 
strongest. evidence of such direct unconformable immediate 
superpo;;ition of the diabase upon the anorthosyte, in situ, 
but it is yet to be shown that those contacts are not rather 
upon detached masses of the aoorthosyte rock. It is no un · 
common thing to see masses of the anorthosyte fift.een or 
twenty feet in diameter wholly embraced in the diabase, and 
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in some instances they are two hundred feet. Wbellllumerous 
such masses are in juxtaposition it is plain tbat on exp?sure 
and glacial degradation they would present at the surface .an 
appearance of continuous rock in situ . The lake shore hne 
acting on such a mass would bring out the " serrated" coast 
noted by Dr. L awson, and the individual masses would appea.r 
as knobs rising above the more rapidly destructible interven· 
ing diabase matrix. Such a deceptive appearance occurs at 
Dul uth. It is the most obvious inference, based on casual 
examination, that at that place the melaphyrs and diabases lie 
immediately upon the gabbro; but between the actual outcrops 
of the two is aD. interval rather poorly exposed to observation, 
in which have ceen seen not only rounded masses of gabbro, 
detached from the main hill range, but also some rock of 
obscure eharaeters greatly ehanged from its original and 
referable to some of the basal members of the Animikie.* 

This indetinite rock in other places assumes large proportions 
and appears as' the extensive " r ed rock" alternating with and 
eutting the gabbro and the anorthosyte rocks as at Rice's 
point, at Reaver bay, and at Pigeon point. It ha.s been ob· 
served a.t many pla.ces to pass into a sedimentary rock. It is 
frequently plainly a conglomerate originally. This belt of 
changed Animikie appears to run with the gabbro from 
Duluth to Pigeon point. At. the latter place Prof. W. S. 
Bayley has made a special study of. the contact phenomena of 
the gabbro on the slates and quartzytes and his conclusionst 
lately published eontirm those of Richard Owen and J. G. 
Norwood,! and of the writer published in many places, to the 
effect that the red rocks of the Cupriferous, including the 
quartz porphyries and red syenites speeially, are moditied 
conditions of sedimentary rocks. The perSistence of this 
modified belt, giving rise to soda granites and augit: syen'ites, 
or to "quartz keratophyres," referable to pre· existing (proba· 
bly) Animikie strata, preeludes the nOll-existence of tbe orig · 
inal Animikie strata throughout any wide extent between 
Duluth and Pigeon paint, and looks toward their probable 
future diseovery, perhaps in some of these disguised forms, 
in the vicinity of Beaver bay, ano hence to the probably 
detached condition of the anorthosyte rocks on whieh the 
diabase fl.ows are seen to lie at that place. 

'Nlllth ",mu."l report, p 11 unde r " I D : ' p 12. under '"7 ," p 17, u"der '"4~" 
tenth report, p p. 107-109 uoder "S07" aDd " IIOe " . , 

f Am. J Olt • . SeL XXXIX. ~1"J. 1890. 
~ Report of a Geologlc .. l Survey of Wis<;o ns\ lI , Iowa aud Mi nnesota. O. D. Ow e"". . 
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The existence of this extensive "red formation." so closely 
an attendant upon the gabbro belt, is suggestive of still another 
hypothesis. Briefly the characters of this rock may be sum· 
marized. It is, speaking broadly. a rock of orthoclase. horn
blende and quartz. The predominating orthoclase is sometimes 
so coarsely crystalline as to be macroscopically evident. but is 
more frequently so indefinite as to show no crystalline texture, 
becoming felsitic_ The coar8er crystallization is found in the 
large bosses which sometimes make mountain-like hills and 
ranl5es. The finer sorts are seen as quartz-porphyries, felsytes. 
intersheeted with diabases or cutting them. a.nd as veins in tho 

-ga.bbro. The feldspa.r is not wholly orthoclase, hut is some
times seen to be a striated plagioclase, which Prof. Irving 
considered oligoclase. Like all the other minerals the ortho
clase is r~ddened by abundant ferric oxide. This has been con
sidered a secondary product of alteration, but it is more likely 
to have been originally in the rock from which the "red rock" 
was derived . The ferro-magnesian mineral is usually horn
blende, but Prof. Irving found that very often it is augitic_ He 
i.nferred that the hornblende is wholly derived by alteration 
from original augite_ It is very certain that it is !';ometill.les 
chloritized_ The quartz is the most interesting of all the min
erals. as it assumes positions and forms which indicate its 
ongm. In some cases it prevails over all the other ingredients. 
making a quartzose rock, which should receive rather the 
name gneiss. Prof. Bayley gives it on Pigeon point the name 
"qU1l.rtz-keratophyre." Those grains of quartz which were in 
the original rock have undergone some molecular changes, but 
usually not enough, especially in the finer grained portions, to 
destroy their clastic characters. The "Club-shaped" quartzes 
seem in the red augite-syenites associated with the gabbro at 
Duluth, were pronounced to be secondary quartz by Prof. Irving. '" 
and that which had been so completely fused as to crystallize in
dependently amongst the orthoclases, was considered by him as 
the original quartz. The reverse may be true, the original 
fragmental quartz grains having been drawn out into the forms 
which are illustrated, and some of them rearranged as to out
ward form, and all of them as to crystallographic directions. 
When complete fusion was superimposed on the sedimentary 
mass, the quartz grains were blended in one, and on cooling 
were forced to accommodate themselves to the adjoin.ing 
orthocJases. In the felsytes the quartzes are sometimes in 

'See partIcularly Mon. V. U. S. Geol Sur., P l. X I V ,.nd tbe accompanyIng des<:rlptlo D. 
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semi;rounded grains and sometimes are doubly-terminated 
crystals. These rocks show almost every conceivable manner 
of association with the gabbro. They cut it in dikes, both per
pendicular and inclined, and they swell out in large patches, 
surrounded by the gabbro. They underlie and overlie large 
areas of gabbro, and. both are cut by the later dikes of dia.ba.se. 
They are cut off by perpendicula.r bosses of the gabbro, some· 
times having a perpendicular or inclined line of close contact 
without blending" and sometimes the elements of the two rocks 
are united a.s by a mixture in one common magma, ma.king 
them, apparent ly. the so-called orthoclase gabbro, as seen at 
Duluth. Considering the diabases of the early portion of the 
Keweenawan as derivati.ves from the gabbro batholites, these 
rocks when cutting and alternating with the diabases, ma.y in 
like manuer be considered as cotemporary derivatives of large 
batholites or other masses of red rock ready to enter any open
ings in the surrounding crust where they could find relief from 
the crustal pressure. As pebbles, they are more durable than 
those of gabbro, and they constitute large beds of conglomer
ate in the base of tho copper-bearing rocks. They are . found 
as transported blocks or boulders in association with trans
ported blocks and boulders of the gabbro inclosed in the later 
traps. as already fully noted at Beaver bay, and about Encamp
ment island_ 

Chemical Analyses Of the Red Rock.- For purposes of further 
comparison the following table is compiled of such analyses as 
are at hand of this "red rock" formation; 

I. From the west bluff at the entra.nce to Beaver bay harbor. 
Analysis by J. A. Dodge. Building stones of Minnesota . . Vol. 
1, of the final report, p. 198. Survey No. 124. 

II Rice point, red granite; by Prof. J . A. Dodge. Tenth 
annual report; p. 204, Sur. No.1 B . 

Ill. Another analysis of the same as II, Prof. J. A. Dodge. 
Thirteenth annual report, p. 100 (No. 148) . 

IV. Finely crystalline brown syenite; Duluth, J . A. Dodge. 
GeoL S ur. No.7. Thirteenth report. p. 100 (No. 1(9). 

V. Fine grained, reddish brown rock; Duluth, J. A. Dodge. 
No. 19 of the Geo. S ur. series. Thirteenth annual report, p. 
100 (No. 150). 

VI. "Streamed," light red, with t ranslucent laminations 
and specks. London (near Duluth). J . A. Dodge. Thir
teenth annual report p. 100 (No. 152). Geol. Sur. No. 68. 
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VII. Brick red, rather fragile, apparently gritty and sub· 
crystalline. J. A. Dodge. About two miles east of the mouth 
of Passabika (Leswr) river, near Duluth. Thirteenth annual 
report, p. 100 (No. 153). 

VIII. Purplish red granite from the west bluff at the 
entrance to Beaver bay. J. A. Dodge. Another analysis of 
the same rock as No. 1. Geo. Sur. No. 124. Thirteenth annual 
report, p. 100 (No. 155). 

IX. Grayish·red felsitic rock. in the field taken to be a 
metamorphic quartzyte or quartzose shale, rather slaty. with 
interlaminations of "streams" of siliceous matter. J. A. 
Dodge. T hirteenth annual report, p, 100 (No. 156) . GeoL 
Sur. No. 127. The analysis shows this rock t.() be nearly iden· 
tical with VIII, with which it probably has a connection. They 
outcrop near adjacent, at the .west side of Beaver bay. 

X. Red granite from the third island below Beaver bay. J. 
A. Dodge. 'l' hirteenth annual report, p. 100 (No. 157). Geol. 
Sur. No. 134. 

Xl. Rock of the bulk of the Great Palisades, a red quartz 
porphyry. J. A. Dodge. T hirteenth annual report, p. 100 
(No. 158). Geol. Sur. No. 139. 

XII. Red, laminated, or "streamed," at the base of the 
Great Palisades. J. A. Dodge. Thirteenth annual report, p. 
100 (No. 159). Geol. Sur. No. 140. 

XIII . The red rock at Grand Marais; furnishes the pebbles 
of the beach. J. A. Dodge. Thirteenth annual report. p . 100 
(No. 162). Geol. Sur. No. 203 . 

XIV. Red rock from the first island northwest of Belle 
Rose island, south of Pigeon pOint. J. A. Dodge. Thirooenth 
ann ual report, p. 100 (No. 164). Geol. Sur. No. 285. T his 
seems to be the augite syenite examined by P rof. Irving, from 
Brick isla.nd. 

XV. Analysis of the powder of seven specimens of the 
granular va.rieties from Pigeon point; W. F . Hillebrand. Re· 
ported by P rof. W. S. Bayley . Am. J our. Sci. (3) . xxxvii. 59. 

XVI . Powder of three of the quartz porphyries from Pigeon 
point; W. F. Hillebrand. Reported by Prof. W. S. Bayley. 
(A. J. SeL) 

XVII. For purposes of comparison this analysis was ma.de 
of one of the associated clastic rocks . It is from a pinkish 
qua.rtzyte at the head of Wauswaugoning bay, near Pigeon 
point; a. rock which is found in imml;:diil'te contact with the red 
rock and with the gabbro on Pigeon point. J. A. Dodge; thir· 
teenth annual report, p. 100, (No. 163.) Geot. Sur. Series 262 
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XVIII. This analysis was also made for comparison. It is 
of a red sandstone, or quartzyte, fine-grained, from the north 
side of Siskiwit point, Isle Royal, formerly quarried for build
ing stone. J. A. Dodge; thirteenth report, p. 100 (No. 165). 
Geol, Sur. Series 555. 

An inspection of this table of analyses will convince anyone 
not only that the red rock series is a geologic unit, extending 
from Duluth to Pigeon point, thus agreeeing with the result 
derived froID field evidence, many times reported, and with 
microscopical examination, but that it is referable to a change 
of sedimentary rocks immediately adjoining the ga.bbro bosses, 
and in that also agreeing with the results of e xtended field 
s tudies, the most thorough of which are those of Prof. W. S. 
Bayley on Pigeon point. 

It is therefore a legitimate inference tha.t where this red rock 
is most abundant, there the gabbro acted most powerfully and 
p rofoundly on the strata concerned. The Animikie, therefore, 
must have been fused through that whole belt where this red 
rock prevails-that is, in all that region north and northeast
ward from Grand Marais, and also westward toward Beaver 
Bay, and finally to the vicinity of Duluth, through which the 
Animikie rocks ought to be found, unless some such unusual 
event supervened to cause their disappearance by converting 
them into this puzzling red 1'o~k, 

It is not necessary here to dwell on the importance of such a 
result. The writer, as he pursues this review, becomes im
pressed with the probable COrrectnesss of this last hypothesis, 
and is constrained to adopt it as a working hypothesis f{lf 
future research. 

Lithologists have looked at the augite syenytes from the side 
of original fusion and eruption, and all their microscopic 
characters have been interpreted and defined in terms of 
modern petrography, which hardly yet may it be said to have 
recognized any other SOurce for crystalline rocks. Hence in 
reading the descriptions of these rocks (as those by Irving) 
many ideas of genesis and alteration must be reversed. It is 
also difficult to distinguish fact from hypothetical presump
tion. Facts a.nd presumption are expressed with equal posi
tiveness-nay, sometimes presumption is made more positive 
than fact by the addition of adverbs and phrases that are 
intended to highten the author's assurance and exclude the 
reader's possible doubt, as if there were no possibility of error 
in the initial data, . 
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OJ .... .. . . . . .. . .... ...... ... . .. J,. J,. 

Total. .. 
----- - - --- - - ------ --------- - ----- - 1--1- -

97 .00 99.78100.77 98 . 27 98 .83 97.36 97.93 ~ . 8 1 97 .83 99.66 99.26 99 .83 98 .44 99 .471\10.37 99.93
1
100.291 98.62 ~ 

" ~ 
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If these red rocks are referable to tbe cause here suppose~, 
viz: a secondary product by fusion of sedimentary rocks, 1t 
will be necessary to make profound changes in t he lDet.h~s 
a,nd reasoning of some microscopical students. They must b.egm 
their study from the opposite end of the process. The mICro· 
scope must r everse its line of pursuit, and search for cause 
where it has been accustomed to find effect. It must accept as 
01·iyi.1Wl f ea tur es some things that it. has called secondary. 
"Secondary" silica, " corrosion," "alteration" and "dyna.mic 
effects,"' described in these and probably other rocks as results 
of change from an earlier completely crystalline condition, 
must be considered remnants of a former stratified sedimen
tary structure. The student must proceed from these data, 
and other more evident data indicating the original state 
of these rocks, to buUd up a rational theory of their develop· 
ment into crystalline masses. 'fhis is a great field yet unex· 
plored and one of prophetic potent.ialities for the Arcbrea.n 
rocks . 

There a.re various other and important questions that spring 
up in connection with this view of the geognosy of the north· 
eastern portion of the state, some of which may be alluded to. 

1. What was the source of the material which formed the 
gabbro batholites- was it deep seated or was itwithin the ea.rth's 
super·crust? 

2. What portion of this red rock is contemporary with the 
ga.bbro itself in origin, and what pa.rt is simply the protruding 
knobs of older Laurentian with which the basic rock happened 
to come in contact when it was seeking a. place of equilibrium 
within t.he semi·plastic crust. 

3. Has the Giant's range granite any relation of cause and 
effect with the gabbro? In other words, is the granite of the 
Giant's range a keratophyre, or is it to be associated with the 
L aurentian or due to re-crystalline sediments of the Keewatin? 

4. What was the effect of the gabbro upon the older sedimen- . 
t-aries, particularly upon t.he fragmentals of volcanic origin 
found in the Keewatin? 

These questions, if solved, would probably give ri se to others, 
and so on in a limitless series. The student never finishes his 
pursuit by the capture of ultimate results. He is simply lured 
all by present quest.-may be he may add to the sum of human 
k~owledge. These, however. are some of the problems which 
Wl!1 concern some future students of these terranes. 
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THE ANORl'HOSYTES OF ,['HE mNNESOTA SHORE , 
OF LAKE SUPERIOR. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Minnesota coast of lake Superior between Duluth and 
Grand Portage was mapped and described by Irving, "as exclu
sively occupied by formations of the Keweenian (Keweenawan) 
series, a.nd his discussion of the geology of the coast is cer
tainly the most systematic which bas up to the present ap
peared. State Geologist Winchell had earlier made careful 
exa.minations along the sa.me line of outcrop, and had placed au 
record a host of detailed observatiollR ton the rocks of t·he coast, 
without, at that time expressing any final conclusions as to 
their stratigra.pb y and general relations. Quite recently, how
ever, we ha.ve an expression of Prof. Winchell's views of the 
geology of the coast of Minnesota in the form of a map issued 
by the State Survey. tFrom this map we gathe r that Prof. 
Winchell is in accord with Irving as to the Keweenian age of 
that portion of the coast which lies between Duluth and Grand 
Marais excepting two small areas at Beaver bay and the vicin 
ity of the Palisades; but differs from him in classing as " Norian" 
the rocks at Duluth, and the most of those between Grand 
Ma.rais aDd Grand Portage, together with those of the small 
areas above mentioned at Beaver bay and the Palisades. This 
correlation of the Dulu th gabbro and the black gabbros east 
of Grand Marais, together with the red granites, quartz-por
phyries and red felsytes of the coast, as a set of formations 
equivalent to the Norian is a suggestion wLich the writer is 
r.ot prepared to foHow. As it is, however, simply an expres
sion of opinion, not yet · supported by the p ublica.tion of the 
facts and arguments which influenced Prof. Winchell to its 
adoption, it calls for no criticism. 

But it is the accordance of Winchell and Irving rather than 
their differences of opinion to which the writer desires to direct 
attention, in order to make clear the views which obtain in the 
literature of the subject, as to the absence on this coast of 

.Copper-bearlng Rocks of Lake Superlor.- Monogra\lh V. U. s. G. S. Cap. VII . 
tOeo!. and Na.t. Blst. Survey of Mlnneoota. 9th and 10th AnDU"l R epOrts . 
;Geological map of the Jron Regions of Mlnnes ... ta by N. B. Wlncbell, and R . V 

Wincbell.I800. Acoompanylng " Iron ONlS ot Minnesota." 
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rocks of any geological horizon other than the Keweenian, or 
than those classed by Winche ll as Norian. , The proposition 
whi ch the writer Ia.ys down in t his pa.per is that be bas dis
covered on the Minnesota. coast a. geologica.l forma.tion of 
strongly ma.rked individuality, which is disti nctly olde r than 
the Keweenian , and is separa.ted from it by a. period of pro
found erosion. This formation is in no way connected with 
the rocks classed by Winchell as Norian. I The rock of which 
this formation is composed bas been described by both Winch
ell* and Irving,t and was al so observed by Norwood.! Nor
wood and Winchell first called the rock " feldspar rock" and 
the latter named Lhe feldspar of which it is composed labra
dorite, subsequently referrin g to the rock as " labradorite rock." 
Irving after a seemingly thorough examination§ of the feld
spar determined it to be anorthite and referred to the forma
ti0l1 as "anorthite rock." None of these observers seems to 
have a ppreCiated the significance of the fie ld evidence as to 
the true relations of the formation to the Keweenian , and in
deed no discriminative effort of any kind h as been made to 
separate it from the prevailing series of tbe coast. 

It is the purpose of this paper to set forth those relations, 
and to establi sh, by clear and unequivocal evidence. the ex
istence on this coast of a new geological horizon of much 
interest. 

The fact that Lhe rock has been variously named by the only 
investigators who have publisbed descriptions of it renders it 
necessary Lhat tbe evidence of its true petrographical char· 
acter should be first passed in review. pa.rticularly as the rock 
is in itself an interesting type whose importance is Dot yet 
fully recognized in petrographical literature. Following tbe 
petrographical notes, will be g iven a brief account of the dis
tribuLion of the formation along the coast:, and this will be fol · 
lowed by a discussion of its r ela.tions to the K eweenian, and of 
its probable correlation as a pre Keweenian horizon . 

P ETROGRAPHICAL C HARACTERS. 

I rving's descriplion:-Irving's summary statement of the pet.
rographical character of this forma tion is as fo llows: "At 
several points on the north or Minnesota s hore of lake Super

-Nlnlh AnnllMI Repor .. Pp. 2lI,ao. Te ll tb "n1311a l Re1lOt" p .3II. 
tCop[>er-Bea r ing rocks or Lake Superior . p . OO-~i ; 438-4ro. 
~ It(: po rt o f a Ge()log lca l Survey of Wl&consl n, Iowa Mod Min nesota, by I) . D, Owen,' 

18.52. pp. 3OO,:l61. 850. 
l 'l'h~M ... to JIOn,(: o r [I. e rooks clnssed by WinChell lis No r;"". LN. U . IV .l 
ILoc.olt. 
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ior, between the mouth of Splitrock river and the Great Paoli· 
sades, and again in the higb point near the mouth of Temper
a.nce river, known as Carlton peak, are to be seen ex posures 
of a very coarse, light gray to colorless or white rock, occas
ionally with a faint greenish tinge. Thi~ is seen in thin sec
tions to be composed exclusively or nearly so of anorthite 
feldspar. Often there is no other mineral present except in 
exceedingly minute inclusions and these are very sparse. In 
one secti.on a. few grains of altered olivine were noticed within 
the anorthite, and in two or three a litMe augite between the 
feldspar grains. The feldspar appears in every case to be 
a.northite. In no secti.on did it show the peculia.r arrangement 
of needle like inclusions met in European gabbros, and so com · 
mon in the coarse ga.bbros of la.ke Superior, to which this rock 
is very nearly related." 

Supplemerdartj desC1'iption:-This description requires to be 
both supplemented and modified. One of the most remarkable 
features of the rock is its extreme freshness. The constituent 
feldspar of the rock is never found in a decomposed condition, 
but presents on the contrary uniformly, in all parts of the for · 
mation, perfectly glassy and brilliant appearance. 

Another remarkable characteristic of the rock as a formation 
is its massiveness and lack of structural planes of any kind ex_ 
cept under some abnormal circumstances which will. be more 
fully mentioned in tbe sequel. Even jojntage may be said to be 
entirely a,bsent. Occasiona.lly the formation is t raversed by 
one or more fissures locally. but these follow no law of direc
tion and cannot be rega.rded as true jointage. There a.re few 
of the massive rocks of the lake Superior region so free from 
structural planes. There is no flow or gneissic structure, and_ 
the rock seems nowhere to have been subjected to forces which 
woald tend to deform the maSS, render it schistose or in anY
way induce the development of secondary structures of a me
chanica-l nature. 

The color of the weathered surface of the rock is prevail
ingly white or yellowish white. The surfaces are usually 
smoo(;h in general. but minutely rough, showing often the solv
ent action of meteoric waters in the same way that marbles and 
limestones do, though in a less marked degree. Tbe weath
ered layer is very thin, and the fresh glassy crystals are ap
parent through it. The color of the rock on fractured surfaces 
is usually as Irving describAd it" but there are also darker. 
greenish -gray facies. 
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The texture is prevailingly coarse, the cleavage faces on the 
constitutent feldspar being frequently baH an inch in diameter 
(occasionally an inch) a.nd ranging from that to one quarter of an . 
incb. In some localities it takes on a finer texture, and would 
then be designa ted a medium grained rock. The structure of 
the rock is eminently allotriomorphic-granular throughout the 
entire formation. No porphyritic crystals are anywhere ob
servable, and under the microscope no suggeston of idiomorph· 
ic forms could be detected. 

'Plte Constituud Feldspar- The rock is, as former observers have 
noted, composed almostwnolly of a plagioclase feldspar . In the 
majority of thin sections no other mineral, except in the form 
of minute interpositions, is present, and in the few sections in 
which a. ferro·magnesian silica.te may be observed, it plays only 
an accessory r tHe. This plagioclase is not, howevor, 80<; Irving af· 
firmed, always anorthite. Neither is it, as Winchell believed, 
always labradorite. In an a ttempt to reconcile the conflicting 
statements of these two geologists, the writer has discovered 
that some portions of the formation accord with Irving's deter· 
mination and other portions with Winchell's; that both were 
probably right as regards the material which they subjected to 
examination, but that both erred in generalizing as to the uni
form character of the feldspar throughout the formation. The 
determina.tion of the feldspa.r by optical and chemical exami· 
nation is rendered comparatively easy by its perfectly fresh 
condition, its pronounced cleavage, the constant presence of 
strongly marked, polysynthetic twinning, and by the ease with 
which material free from interpositions can be selected for 
a.naiysis. These interpositions a.re not uniformly distributed, 
and owing to the glassy transparent character of the crystals, 
it is a simple matter to ~eparate among small fragraments, 
pieces which are perfectly clear and vitreous from those which 
are more or less charged with inclusions. With such favorable 
material a. portion of the rock formation was definitely de· 
termined to be composed of labradorite. 

Opticalilfeasurements:- For optical observations a number of 
thin sections were prepared strictly parallel to the basal pina· 
coid, and to the brachy pinacoid, and numbers of readings were 
taken for the extinction of adjacent twin lamellae. The follow· 
ing results were thus obtained, the fig-ures given being the 
mean extinction for the two sets of slightly discordant readings 
on either side of the cross hair of the microscope. The cleav. 
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a.ge f ragments .. elected were taken from material collected au 
the shore nea.r Enca.mpment island and from Carlton pea.k. 

Extinction Angle Extinction Angle 
on O. P. (001) on Q.l P 00 (OlD) 

8" 41' 21 " 17' 
g" 00' 21 ° 21' 
go 02' 
g" 07' 
g" 08' 
g" 09' 
g" 12' 
g" 18' 
go 22' 
fl o 55' 

10" 49' 
10" 57' 
11" 00' 

:l1 ° 27' 
22° 21' 
23 ' 33' 
25° 00' 

T hese results locate the feldspar in the plagioclase series 
somewhere between Ab 3 AU 4 and Ab l Au 2 , and it may tbere
fore without hesitation be designated a labradorite . 

Confirmatory tests :-In order to confirm this conclusion the 
ma.terial from near Encampment island was subjected to 
further tests. A ca.lculation ba.sed upon the extinction angles 
above recorded, showed tha.t the composition of the feldspar 
was about Ab~ An a and the chemical composition was predicted 
fer it as it is given in column I of the table of analyses. Care
fully selected m&teria.1 was then analysed (by W. C. Blasdale, 
Fellow in Uhemistry in the University of California) and the 
results obtained are given in the adjacent column, II. This 
analysis again establishes the labradorite character of the 
feldspar. Its specific gravity, as determined on glass · clear 
fragments with the aid of Klein's solution, is 2.702 which is in 
entire accordance with its optical and chemical character. The 
powdered minera.l. moreover, is insoluble after prolonged 
boiling in hydrochloric acid, the powder being in appar
ently the same condition at the close of the operation as at the 
beginning. Tbere is thus no doubt whatever as to the mineral 
being labradorite. 

Rock composed of Labradorite :- No other feldspar than the 
one examined can be detected in tbe rock. Indeed the ma.terial 
selected for analysis was not from a single crystal but from 
crystals in various parts of the ' hand specimen. It is there
fore believed that the whole rock at this place is composed of 
labradorite feldspar and that no anorthite is present. This 
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view is sustained by the results obtained for the s pecific 
gravity of the rock as a whole. Three fragments of the rock 
taken a.t random. and mnging in weight from three grammes 
to sixteen grammes were used. The three results were 2.702, 
2.704 and 2.706. The mean of these, viz: 2.704, varies so little 
from tha.t of pure labradorite. that, in the total absence of any 
lighter uOI1·feldspathic minerals, it may be safely inferred that 
the rock is composed practically of one feldspar, viz: la'9ra' 
dorite. A bulk analysis of the rock, made upon fragments 
taken at random, by Mr. Chas. Pa.lache, Fellow in Minera.logy 
in the University of California, is given in column III of the 
table, and also demonstrates the fact t.ha.t the rock as a whole 
has essentially the composition of labradorite. 

Rock IJQmp08ed of Anorthite:-A spacimen from another loca.l· 
ity, viz : from the cave to t.he east of Split·rock point, was 
broken into small fragments and pure transparent vitreous 
feldspar was again selected for analysis . This was submitted 
to Prof. J. A. Donge of the University of Minnesota, and the 
results of his analysis are given in column IV of the ta.ble. 
This analysis shows that the feldspar at this locality, though 
rather rich in silica, is essentially anorthite, the alkalies being 
very subordinate in amount. and this confirms t.he correct· 
ness of Irving's optical determinations of the feldspar of this 
rock from certain localities on this coast. Irving's ana.lysis· 
of a specimen from a point two miles below Beaver Ba.y is 
given in column V, but the relative proportions of lime and 
soda. as well as the specific gra.vity, suggest that the feldspar 
examined is bytownite ratber than anorthite. 

Ohemical Annl'Uses:-The following table gives the result of 
.a few chemical analyses which have been made of these rocks 
and of their constituent feldspars,t togetber with two a.nalyses 
~uoted for comparison: 

i 1. II. III. IV. V . VL VII. ' 
-------- ------ ---------~---

SlOt . ... ...... 53.01 5l.30 47.40 51.-\5 47.25 47.30 49.155 
AI.O.... ...... . 30.01 3/. 46 29 .74 319.1 3 1. f,6 31.50 29.620 
}~e.v. . .... ....... . . ..... Trace 1.85 1.152 
F t:O.. . .. ... .... . ...... 1.9~ 2 .29 
~O.. 12n um g~ 1"1 I~. 
MgO.... .... .... .... .57 .27 .27 
Na . O. .. 4.::'6 5.33 4.99 .85 2.52 
K~ . ....... ... .... . 1..21 .n 
H . O . .19 1.6! .6~ .40 

'rota\. 99.98 ........ 101. 14 99.71 100.05 
~G &~ 2M 2M 2m 

• Copper-be .. , IDg Rocks. Monograph V. U, !l. G. S .. p. filS. 

14.88 
.93 

1.22 
.311 

1.110 
99.86 

15.309 
. 911 

2.914 
.695 
.730 

100.486 

tTbe Lh ..... ks of tbe ... Iterate beN! tende."d t{) Prof. Dodge and to Messrs. m"sdale 
.. nd P .. lach" tor kind !Uislstano~ In "'"klng " .... lySl!s. 
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1. Theoretical composition of labradorite Ab. An" the 
latter being the formula calculated for the coustitueut feldspar 
of the rock from near Encampment island, on the basis of 
optical measurements. 

II. Analysis of the same feldspar . 
III. Bulk analysis of the rock f rom near Encampment 

island. 
IV. Ana.lysis of constituent feldspar of the rock from cove 

east of Split· rock point. 
V. AnalYSis of the rock from point two miles below Beaver 

Bay as given by Irving. Copper Bearing Rocks, page 438. 
VI and VII. Two Analyses of bytownite, quoted by Teall, 

British Petrography, page 146. 
The ttanw Anorthosyte :-It is thus clear that the mineralogical 

composition of the rock is not strictly uniform and that both the 
names which have been a pplied to it as a rock formation are un· 
fortunate. Neither" anorthite rock" nor .• labradorite rock ,. 
is a correct designation for the rock as a whole; a.nd if a more 
satisfactory and comprehensive designation can be found, both 
of these terms should be dropped. The essential and constant 
feature of the rock is that it is almost exclusively composed 
of an allotriomorphic· granular aggregate of basic plagioclase. 
Such rocks are not unknown to the writer. Large areas of 
them occur in eastern Canada, and he has met them in the 
field at Narodal in Norway, Oond in parts of northern New 
Jersey, and in the Rainy Lake region. Such rocks have not 
yet, however, received a satisfactory place in petrograhical 
classifications. While considering the question of a designa· 
tion for such ror.ks, the writer had occasion to consult with 
Prof. Frank Adams of McGill College, Montreal, who, from 
his long study of similar rocks in the so·called Norian series 
of Quebec, is probably our best a.uthority in this branch of 
petrographical science. In t.his correspondence Prof. Adams 
informs the writer that he has now in the press a memoir on 
just such rock; as form the subject of this paper, treating 
them historically, petrographically, geologically and campara· 
tively. In this memoir Prof. Adams will retain the old name 
.' anorthosite" for the class of granular rocks composed of 
plagioclase to the practical exclusion of the ferromagnesian 
silicates. Such rocks are regarded by him as being at one 
end of the gabbro series, while at the other end are those 
granular rocks composed of ferromagnesian silicates almost 
to the exclusion of the plagioclases. The term anorthosyte 
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is therefore here adopted for the plagioclase rocks of the 
Minnesota. coast, in accordance with the usage which will 
certainly be established by the publica tion of Prof . . Adams' 
memoir. 

Accessory OQTI8t'ir-uents of the A-northo8yte:- The only origina.l 
mineral which can be discovered in the slides as a constituent 
of the granular aggregate, is a. fa.int violet brown monoclin ic 
pyroxene. It shows none of the lamellar structure of diallage, 
and is evidently a feebly ferrifel'ous augite. This augite, as 
has been stated, p lays a very subordinate role, and is found in 
two modes of occurrence which are not sharply separa.ble: 

(1) As minute irregularly shaped patches, usua.lly some
what tria.ngular, filling a. few interstital places between the 
large grains of plagioclase. These particles are usually of 
uniform orientation throughout and consist of a single indi
vidual crystaL (2) As more or less rounded or bleb ·like in
clusions within the plagioclase crystals. In the latter case the 
plagioclase sometimes shows, by its undulatory extinction in 
polarized light, an area of molecular tension encircling the 
crystal of augite. In both occurrences the augite may be 
charged with magnetite du;;t. but is often seen free from such 
inclusions. In some slides the a ugite is perfectly fresh and 
shows no decomposition wh atever. In other cases there is 
observable a fibrous structure occupying a peripheral zone of 
varying width , the fibers being all paraHel. In still other 
cases the augite has become greenish, due to the presence of 
flocculent chlorite, and in others the whole of the augite bas 
passed over into a nest of scaly chlorite with. perhaps, some 
serpentine. In one instance a shred of green horo.blende was 
observed on the per iphery of a parti aity decomposed grain of 
augite, and is probably also a secondary p roduct. 

Interpositions:-The inclusiuns or interpositions in the plagio· 
clase are of three general kinds: (1) Ori~inal mineral in· 
clusion arranged in plates or rods parallel to definite crystal· 
lographic p lanes. (2) Original liquid and dust· like inclusions 
ar ranged ill irregularly cu r ving planes without reference to
the crystal structure. (3) S econda-ry inclusions of r ed iron 
oxide in minute specks. arra-nged p eripherally to the pla-gio .. , 
clase or along the cracks which occasionally t raverse it. 

The interpositions of the fi rst class illustrate in a very strik 
ing way the same phenomenon that has been described by 
Judd as due to the process of Schillerization. (See p late II, 
Fig. 1). The mineral plates whe n seen on edge are of nearly 



PJ,ATK II. !'H:. I. l\! icrop h utograph of "ectiOJl of 

atlor tho syte fr011l Ilear Enca m pment r); lancl . .showing 

original il1terpositiol18 of ,mgite in l abrildorit",. >< 21'1 . 

• 

PI,AT~;. lL !'Ii;.:!. Ban ckcl <lnor t ho>tyte at the c ove 

below Splil · rock Point, Minnesota coa s t, Lake Superior. 
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uniform thickness but of varying length. They are not present 
in all slides, but when they occur they are prominent features 
of the section. They appear in all cases to lie pa.rallel to the 
plane of the brachy·pinacoid, and thus between cros;ed nicols 
they appea.r in sections transverse to 00 P 00 as heavy bars or 
dashes arra.nged parallel to the twinning lamellre of the albite 
la.w. In sections but slightly inclined to (J) P 00 the broad sides 
of the plates may be observed; but the breadth when thus 
seen is. several times less than the length. The plates are 
lenticular in form. Mineralogically they appear to be identical 
with the augite above described. 'fhey may be compared in 
the same slide with the augite which occurs interstitially be· 
tween the feldspars, and no essentia.l difference can be detected. 
the color and refractive power being the same. In many cases. 
however, a single mineral plate appears to be made up of an 
aggregate of minute granules of augite. 'fha plates area.lso 
frequently charged with granules of magnetite. The relation 
of the plates to the plagioclase is such as to suggest that they 
are original inclusions, the feldspar being quite fresh and the 
contact of the plates with plagioclase, when studied with high 
powers, being irregula.r in detaiL It thus appears from their 
mineralogical character, and from the mode of their inclosure 
tha.t they differ from schillerization products; and that they 
are original inclusions although presenting precisely the same 
appearance under the microscope as the schillerized minerals 
described by J udd. 

The inclusions of the second class are abundant but usually 
very minute. They may be observed frequently congregated 
in crescent· shaped areas and in these cases the inclusions com
monly are pear-shaped. Bubbles may rarely be seen but they 
are not apparently mobile. In almost all cases where these in 
clusions appear to traverse a crystal in bead like rows. these 
rows may. by careful focusing. be seen to be but the traces of 
planes. These planes are usually irregularly curved and in · 
tersect one another in all directions. 

The inclusions of the third cIaos are abundant only locally, 
and then thAY give a faint reddish tinge to the rock as may be 
seen in specimens from Carlton peak. They appear clearly to 
owe their ori!?in to percolating media, since they are formed 
only on the periphery of the feldspar between neighboring 
grains, and along the cracks which traverse them. The color 
is a bright red and the inclusion is usually a minute irregular 
patch. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND MODE 01" OCCURRENC E OF THE 

ANORTHOSYTE. 

1'100 bfades oj Occurrence:-Anorthosyte bas been observed by 
the writer at several Ioealities au the Minnesota coast between 
Encampment island and Carlton peak, a distance of 46 miles . 
Its occurrence seems to be limited to the middle t.hird of the 
coast. T he region inland from the coast is, however, largely 
a teTra irlcognita, and the formation may have an extensive dis
tribution 'in this region. Hs occurrences are of two ki nds . (1) 
Outcrops of ridges and rounded surfaces, in situ. (2) In the 
form of very abundant inclusions as boulders and blocks im
bedded in the Keweenia.n lava. flows. Both Winchell and Irving 
have referred to some of the localities where the rock is found, 
but as the writer is able to add to the list of these localities, 
and to give a somewhat fuller account of the mode of occur
rence, he will give a brief statement of what is known in this 
regard, even at the risk of repeating earlier observations. 

Occw-rence Near Encampment Is!,and :~In pass iog down the 
Minnesota coast from Duluth, the first locality at which the 
anorthosyte is met with, is at a cove on the shore about half a 
mile below Encampment island, probably in Sec. 6, T p. 53, R. 
IX. The anorthosyte here occurs in the form of very numer
ous boulders and angular blocks imbedded in an amygdaloidal 
diabase-porphyryte, which forms one of the Keweenian Hows. 
Many of the boulders are of immense size, and several p roject 
for more than half their di mensions from the matrix in which 
they lie. Plate I. Figs. 1 and 2, will give some idea of the 
aspect of these huge masses. Two of these boulders were 
found to measure 13x8 feet, and 18x6 feet in greatest cross
section. Besides the large masses, there are very m any small 
boulders and blocks ranging down to about three inches in 
diameter. Some of the smaller blocks are evidently detached 
fragments of the larger ones; and several of the latter were 
seen which had been cracked and the fissures filled with dia
base-porphyryte. T he boulders are perfectly fresh, and their 
contact with the imbedding matrix may be observed with knife
edge p recision. T he rock surface where the boulders are 
enclosed, has been glaciated and is furrowed with deep grooves. 
The projection of the boulders four feet above the genera.l sur
face of the country rock, both being grooved, is instructive· 
evidence of the limitations of the erol?ive power of glacier 
action. 
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Vicinity of Split-rock poinf.·-The second locality where the 
anorthosyte forms a prominent feature of the geology of the 
coast, is a.t Split-rock point, and at the bottom of the small cove 
immediately below the point. Here it is found in both the 
modes of occurrence above mentioned. 'l'heextremity of Split
rock point presents a. very remarkable aspect. It is a sheer 
cliff rising vertically fifty or sixty feet above the surface of the 
water. This wall of rock affords a clean section of a great 
breccia. The volcanic rock which forms the point. a diabase
porpbyryte, is studded with innumerable boulders and angular 
blocks of anorthosyte. The matrix being very dark and the 
included blocks whitish or yellowish, the contrast is pro
nounced. The size of the blocks ranges from a few inches to 
several feet in diameter. They are in some places congregated 
together and in others they lie isolated in the matrix. 

Around the point to the east we :find the anortbosyte in place 
-on both sides of the cove. On the west side a mass a hundred 
yards or more in extent is exposed. and thediabase-porphyryte 
is clearly seen, both to traverse it in sharply defined dykes, 
and to mantle its upper surface in the form of a flow. Here 
also may be observed a structural and mineralogical di.tl'eren
tiation of the anorthosyte, whi{'.h is apparently quite local in 
its character, and which has been observed by the writer only 
at one other exposure. This differentiation is apparent in the 
form of dark bands, which traverse the mass and give it a bed
ded aspect, as is exhibited in the illustration, Pla.te II, Fig. 2. 
These bands are usually only a few inches thick, but may some
times be as rriuch as a foot across. They have a.t this locality 
a characteristic jagged aprearance, owing to the fact that the 
band has freq uently no simple line of demarkation separating 
it from the normal anorthosyte, but is interlocked with it by 
means of sharp. wedge· like prolongations or tongues. which 
are approximately parallel to the trend of the band. 'fhe dip 
-of the planes of the banding is to the north -east at an angle of 
about sixty to seventy· five degrees. 'rhe banded rock is tra· 
versed by three small dykes of the diabase-porphyryte which 
have a nearly vertical attitude, and which are easily discrimi· 
nated from the bands on the ground. although they do not ap
pear very differently in the photograph from which the plate 
has been prepa.red. These bands are mineralogically different 
from the normal character of the m.ain mass of the anorthosyie 
inbaving a considerable proportion of a dark ferro-magnesian 
constituent (augite) which is more or less decomposed. Under 
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the micro::>r;upe, the rock which composes the bands is not 
otherwise d ifferent from tbe normal anorthsyte, and the plagio
clase appears to be in no way affected chemically by the de
composition of the augite, although the rock exhibits a. tend · 
ency to mechanical disintegration by the separa.tion of the feld
spar grains. 

On the other side of the cove, seeton 6, township 54, range 
8, the anorthsyte is exposed in much greater masS. Here it 
emerges from beneath tbe K eweenian e ruptives and stands out as 
a bold, bare ridge with somewhat rounded outline, r ising to an 
elevation of about 200 feet. The section here presen ted is 
shown diagramatically in the sketch F ig. 1. The base of the 
1Joorthosyte ridge is franked to the southeast by a mass of red, 
fine grained amygdaloidal fie ldspar·porphyrYi and this in tUrn 
;3 flanked lakeward by an amygdaloidal diabase porphyryte, in 
Nhich lies imbedded a boulder of the anorthosyte. 

Irving's views on the occurrence at Split·rock:-Irving's general 
note on the occurrence in the vicinity of Split· rock point indi
cates that he regarded the anorthosyte as an eruptive mass, 
although his own observations are in part qui~ inconsistent 
with this view. 

He says:* " Near the middle of S. E. t of Sec. 5, township 
54, range 8 east, this gabbro (one of the Keweenian flows) is 
interrupted by a vertically placed mass of excessively coarse
grained anorhite rock [anorthosyt.e). The cutting mass is 
from 50 to 75 feet wide and bears north and south. I t s hows 
on both sides of a little square-angled, rock walled bay, on the 
south point of which it rises as much as a hundred feet above 
the lake. On both sides of the cutting mas,. the black gabbro 
is filled wi th large angular masses of the same coarse anorthite 
rock. T he included masses sometimes reach many tons in 
weight, and in some places predominate over the including 
gabbro, which then a ppears as if veining the coarser rock. 
At the west angle of the bay theincluded masses are nearly absent 
and the gabbro resumes its usual vertically columnar appear
ance. At the north angle of the bay the anorthite rock rises 
again to a hight of over 150 feet. The inclusions of angular 
masses of the anorthite rock in the gabbro indicate the more · 
recent origin of the latter, and this conclusion is borne out hy 
the section made from a specimen taken at the can ~act with 

- Copper \)eariolo( Rocks Monog raph V U. s. G. S. page 302. 
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the gabbro, in which relatively fine gabbro surrounds the e nds 
of the anorthite crystals as the base of any porphyry does tbe 
porphyritic crystals whicb lie imbedded in it." 

This locality is a difforent one from that described by the 
writer as the cove immediately below Split-rock poin t.. but the 
genera.l conditions are the same. Notwithstanding the evid 
ence of the included masses, Irving seems to have clearly re
garded the anorthosy te as eruptive thn1ugh the gabbro, wbich 
is probably the same geologically with the rock which the 
writer has recognized as a diabase ·porphyryte . For he say", 
in another place- "This anorthite· rock presents very interest
illg occurences, as described in a subsequent chapter. I t ap
pears both as masses c utting black ga.bbro, and as included 
angular masses in tbe same rock. " This conclusion as to the 
eruptive character of the anorthosyte a.ppears to the writer to 
be an e rror due to hasty or imperfect observation. Irving no
where cites evidence of its eruptive character , beyond that it 
a.ppears suddenly in the midst of bis Keweenian t1ows, a state
ment which is quite true, hut which is. of course. susceptible 
of a totally different explanation. Tbere is positive, observ· 
able evidence of the Keweenian f\ows resting on the surface of 
the anorthosyte and being traversed by dykes of the same ma
terial as the flows. This fact taken together with the abnnd 
ant inclusions of the anorthosyte fragments . which are not 
always angular blocks, but frequen tly rounded boulders. leaves 
no doubt. whatever as to the relative age of the formations. 

Wine/tell's views:-Prof. N. H. Winchell's views as to the oc
eurences at Split-rock may be ga.thered from the following ob· 
servations ta.ken from his notes published in the ninth and 
tenth annual r eports; " The west side of Split· rock river at 
its entrance to the lake is low. bu t the east s ide. or north·east· 
e rly, is h igh, and formed of a basa.ltic bluff" or rock which ap
pea.rs on the immedia.te coast a.t a short distance east of the 
river. It tbere embraces a large block of a whitish ·looking 
rock, which a.t a dista.nce appears to be a granite. but whic"1 in 
rea litv is what has been described by Norwood as feldspar pro 
trudi.~g through greenstone_ T h is does stand up like a dyke, 
but is in reality olJer than the trap. and occurs generally fur · 
the r inland, forming h ills several hundred feet higb. This 
bluff rises sheer from the water 136 feet and h as basaltic dark 
trap on each side of it, the rock itself being massive. On the 

. 01). cit. 1).59. 
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east side of "this high rock the trap sbows included masses of 
the same rock, a fact which Norwood mentions, but yet speaks 
of the feldspar as a protuded mass of later date than the trap."· 

Anol'thosyte Conjonnded with the KeWM71ian Eruptivcs:-It will 
thus be seen that Winchell correctly interpreted the pheno. 
mena as indicating that the anorLhosyte is an older fo rmation 
than the eruptive with which it is associated. But he still 
regarded the anorthosyte as a member of the Cupriferous or 
Keweenian series. For, ill the report for the following yea.r 
be gives the following formulation of one of his conclusions: 
"The feldspar masses are of the same rock ~geologica.lly) as 
the Rice Point gabbro ( ?), and both are the result of copious 
and perhaps one of the earliest, igneous outflows of the Cupd· 
ferous. The more copious the igneous outflow, the coarser 
the res1llting crystallization and the higher the hills formed, 
as well as the purer the labradorite material. The later out· 
tlows derived fragments from the "clinker fields" and from the 
knobs of feldspar already formed, as they passed along t 

Thus nOlle of the earlier observers, Norwood, Winchell or 
Irving, has differentia.ted the anorthosyte masses exposed at 
Split· rock from the general aggregation of volcanic flows which 
constitute the Keweenian series on the Minnesota coast. 

Occurrences at Beaver Bay:-At the next high point on the 
shore to the east of Split-rock point the same conditions, as far 
as regards the inclusion of masses of anorthosyte in the dark 
lavas is repeated; but it is not till Beaver Bay is reached that the 
anorthosyte is again exposed in place. Here it may again be 
clearly observed in clean, wave· washed cliff sections to be the 
basement upou which the lavas were extravasated, and to have 
here also afforded numerous boulders and blocks which were 
caught up and enclosed in the lavas. All former notes as to 
the occurrence of -anorthosyte at Beaver Bay are singularly de· 
ficient in geological information. Irving enters in some detail 
into an account of the geology of Beaver Bay, and publishes a. 
specia.l sketch map to show the distribution of the various 
kinds of rock, but he barely alludes to the anorthosyte.t 
Winchell's most important note is as follows: " Between 
Beaver Bay and the Great Palisades are numerop.s feldspar 
masses, in the coast series, and inland from the shore, a very 
short distance, is a range of low hills made up of feldspar with 
trap rock on the flanks."§ 

-N imh Alloua.1 Report Gool . and Nat. Hlst . Survey MillO .. 1880. p.lIO. 
¥I'enlll Anll" ,,"l Revort Oeol. aud Na.t. fll~t. Survey ~UIIU .. ISSI. P. 114. 
tUoppet_bea.rilll!: Rocks, pp. 30\1.. aot . 
H'ilnth Annll "l Rc>ponG"ol. ami Nat. His !·. Survey o(MI"n., 1880 ]).34. 
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At Beaver Bay there are four separate and distinct occurrences 
of the anor:thosyte. The first of these is at the shingle cove at 
the extremity of the south·west headland of Beaver bay, and 
on the south side of the vertical cliff of red porphyry which 
here forms so striking a. landmark. Tbe anorthosyte occupies 
a.t this place an area of about 600 by 300 feet. The greater 
part of the ma.;;s, which rises to about 30 feet above the level 
of the lake, is the normal coarse whitish anorthosyte free 
from any special structural features. On the side facing the 
shingle cove, however, i. e., at the north·eastern extremity of 
the mass, a pronounced banded structl!re is apparent, resemb
ling somewhat that described in the vicinity of Split· rock 
point. The stratiform appearance of the mass is well illustra
ted in Plate III. The dip is to the southeast. The stratiform 
structure is here due to the fact that there are certain sheet-like 
layers somewhat richer in pyroxene than the rest of the rock. 
The decomposition of the pyroxene has the effect of staining 
the layer so affected a yellowish or greenish rusty color, so 
that it presents a strong contrast with the unaffected portions 
of anorthosyte which he between the layers. The decomposi
tion of the pyroxene has not chemically affected the consti
tuent feldspar of the rock except to a very limited extent, but 
it has the effect of mechanically diSintegrating it so that it 
crumbles readily in the hand . Hence. a.s may be seen in the 
plate, the dark layers weather out as grooves or depressions. 
Under the microscope the feldspar in specimens from the dark 
bands is fresh, sa.ve for a few points where decomposition 
products appear. It is, however, much cracked and the 
yellowish decomposition products of --the augite a.re d:stributed 
along the cracks. Norwithstanding the presence of these 
cracks these feldspars show no strain phenomena such as un· 
dulatory extinction , faulting. shearing, catacJastic structure, 
granulation, etc. The original allotriomorphic granular 
structure has not been disturbed, and it is highly improbable 
that banding is in ~ny way associated with shearing action 
after the final solidification of the rock. It seems to the 
writer to be essentially due to some local chemical differentia
tion, associated with movemept, in the thickly viscous magma 
prior to crystallization. This stratiform facies of the anor
thosyte i& at this place cut by a well defined dyke of olivine
diabase, which forms the jointed rock on the rigbt in the 
illustration. The dyke is about 25 feet wide, is nearly vertical 
and has a strike corresponding with the general trend of the 
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coast. The anorthosyte is observable on both sides of t he 
dyke. Tbe latter has weathered out more easily than the 
anorthosyte, and it.;; place is therefore marked by a depression, 
or negative dyke profile. In following this depression south
ward the olivine-diabase of the dyke is covered with great, 
loose blocks of the anorthosyte which baNe fallen from the 
wall on ei ther side. 

To the southward the anonhosyte gives way to a mass of 
hypersthene-diabase in which are enclosed ma.ny huge blocks 
of the former rock Some of these blocks are 20 feet in 
diameter. . 

The second occurrence of the anorthosyte at Beaver bay is 
on the north-east side of the south headland of the bay where 
it forms two islets, as noted by Irving. 

The third occurrence is on the north -west shore of the bay, 
extending from the base of the sand spit for over three·eighths 
of a mile north·eastward. The shore contour is serrated with 
alternating little r ocky coves and points. In the bottom of 
nearly all the coves, as well as on several of the points, the 
anorthosyte may be seen in rounded roches moulonnees surfaces. 
with the diabase which predominates on the points either rest
ing on it as a mantle, or eruptive through it in the form of 
dykes. rhe anorthosyte is practically continuous from the 
base of the sand spit for the distance above mentioned. The 
gracefully rounded forms of tbe old surface of the anorthosyte 
where it passes underneath the Keweenian B.ows is especially 
interesting and is well illustrated in Plate IV. 

Another contact showing the same relationship is illustrated 
in Pla.te V. The hummocky and roches moutonnees aspect of 
the old anorthosyte surface is entirely analogous to the phe· 
nomena which the writer has elsewhere· described as prevalent 
at the contact of the Keweenian (Nipigion) a.nd the Archooan in 
other parts of tbe lake Superior region. 

The anorthosyte is traversed here not only by dykes of dia
base but also by the common, red , acid erq.ptive of the country 
(quartz porphyry and graoophyre) which. in the form of irreg
ular dykes, intersects the older dykes of diabase. The diabase 
which lies on the anorthosyte holds many laree blocks and 
boulders of the latter of the same character as those pre· 
viously described. It is strongly amydaloidal in places. 

<Note 00 tho; pre·palreo zolc su rface of tbe Ar<:"~a!l T e rranes ot Oanada, Bull. 
0 001. 800. Am. Vol . I. pp. 163- IH. 
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The fourth occurrence of the anorthosyte l'ock is at the first 
falls of Beaver river and is described by Irving in the follow
ing paragra.ph: " At several points along Beave r river 
this black gabbro carries large massfls, of anorthite· rock 
[auorthosyte] simila.r to that described as occurring further up 
the coast. The boulder like character of the anorthite-rock, 
thougb often pronounced is not always so plain and in some 
places it looks more like a dependency of the prevailing black 
ga.bbro. " A careful inspection of the occurrence by the 
writer enables him to state that there is no reasonable doubt 
whatev.::t', of the foreign and included character of the anor
thorsyte boulders 

Shore below Bea've?" Bay:-The next locality down the coast 
where the anorthosyte appears is at a point about a mile and a 
half below the north east headland of Beaver Bay and directly 
opposite a. small island which lies about a. quarter of a mile off 
shore. Here the anorthosyte emerges from beneath the 
sheeted trap rocks, and has au exposure of over one hundred 
ya.rds in the form of bold, yellowish-white domes_ It also 
occupies the island above mentioned which is about one·eighth 
of a mile long. The island is tra.versed by two vertical dykes 
having a strike transverse to the general trend of the shore. 
One of these dykes is 200 feet wide and is of the character of 
a diabase or gabbro. very dark in color, coarse in texture and 
rich in iron are. The second dyke is quite small and may be 
simply an a.pophysis of the larger one. The contact of the 
dykes with the anorthosyte which occupies the mass of the 
island is sharply observable as a vertical plane with the intru
sive rock somewhat finer grained near the dyke wall than at 
points near the middle. A quarter of a. mile further down the 
shore the anorthosyte again appears in an exposure severa.l 
hundred yards in extent and is here also clearly intersected by 
dykes of the dark diabase. 

Half a mile further on at a. point on the shore about three
quarters of a. mile beyond the east end of the island above men
tioned, the anorthosyte is again exposed; and here, just as a.t 
Beaver Bay, the domed surfowe of the old pre-Keweenian ter
rane is seen to be capped witn a sheet of amygdaloid91 diabase 
which ad justs itself to the curvature like a. mantle. ' 

Irving'!' observations on these exposures are summarized in 
the following note: "At several points in this vicinity the 
black rock was observed to include masses of coarse anorthite-

.Ooppe r-be .. rlnj{ Rocks, p. SOli. 
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rock. '1'he latter did not appear to occur here in boulder-like 
masses, but rather in irregular outlined areas. At one point 
on the shore of Sec. 6, directly westaf the island above referred 
to, the white anorthite·rock riscf.< like a dome in the black gabbro, 
1vhich 'is seen above it and on both ,,((les of it. * The southern point 
of the island is formed of anorthite -rock ; and due north f rom 
this point. on the mainland, is another area of white rock ap
parently trending north and south." It is difficult to under
stand why Irving failed to appreciate the fact that the anorth
osyte areas represent the eroded surface of a pre -Keweenian 
terrane. 

Bapti.sllt Rive)"; The next locality where this interesting for
mation appears is on the Baptis m river. about half a mile up 
stream from its mouth. I n the viCinity of the foot-bridge, 
which here spans the rocky gorge of the stream, the anortho
syte is observable both in large masses not fully exposed, and 
in the form of boulders several feet in diameter imbedded in 
vesicular and amygdaloidallava. 

On the Slope oj Saw·teeth:- F artber along the coast about two 
miles and a half below the mouth of Baptism river, the anor· 
thosyte again crops out on the summit of a forest-clad hill 
about half a mile inland from the lake, and 300 feet above the 
Jevel of its surface. 'rhe exposure has an extent of 100 by 25 
feet and its r elations to the flanking eruptives are not revealed. 

Carlton Peak:-The next occurrence of the anorthosyte is at 
Carlton peak, a little below the Temperance river. This ex
posure is the most e xtensive and probably the most important 
of any on the coast. This fact t hat the summit of the peak was 
composed of this rock was first announced by Norwoodt who 
stated that it was "composed entirely of feldspar rock" but 
imagined that it was a huge dyke. Irving makes the following 
st.atement regarding the occurrence: "The high bluff known 
as Carl ton's peak, near Temperance river, shows at its summit 
numerous large angular fragments of anort.hite-rock,such as has 
already been described in connection with the Beaver Bay group. 
None was seen that could certainly be regarded as in place ; 
nevertheless the mountain is without much doubt. composed 
of this rock, and I should regard the rock as having antedat
ed the Temperance group flows rather than as a cutting mass." 
It is quite apparent from this statement that Irving himsel f did 
not visit the sltmmit of Carlton peak, and must have based his 

'The Itulles a~e !be w~lter ·s . 
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sta.tement, as to the occurrence there. upon the imperfect ob
serva.tions of others. The writer ascended the peak, a.nd not 
only confirmed Norwood's statement that the summit is com 
posed of a nortbosyte, but also found that the whole uppe!' half 
of the mountain is made up of the same materiaL The expos 
ure is an exceedingly bold and striking one. The peak is 927 
feet high above the lake and about a mile and a half distant 
from the shore. It rises in the form of a. great dome and is a 
yery conspicuous land -mark: the domed aspect being, however, 
confined to the upper pa.rt of tbe mountain. The mountain is 
flanked on all sides by the sheeted lavas of the Keweenian and 
these, by their gentle dip la.ke·ward. constitute an easy grade 
to the decliv:ity of the dome, nearly half way to the summit. 
This gentle slope is heavily timbered and in part terraced, but. 
has been burnt in places; while the upper half of the mountain 
is practically a continuous bare surface of anorthosyte, pre· 
senti.ng to a remarka.ble degree of perfect ion the Toches mou · 
tounees curves down to where it plunges beneath the mantle of 
lavas whi.ch flank the base. The mass has none of the charac· 
tel'S of a dyke or i.ntrusive boss as Norwood supposed. The 
relations which obtain are illustrated in t.he accompanying dia · 
grammatic section Fig. 2.· The area of anorthosyte exposed 
at Carlton peak is probably more than half a mile square. 
Beyond C'arlton peak no other exposures of anorthosyte have 
been observed down the coast, and none are known in Canad· 
ian territory in the region around the la'ke. 

GEOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE ANORTHOSYTE. 

Pre·Keweenian Age:- In the foregoing pages sufficient evi· 
dence has been set forth to demonstrate the pro· Keweenian 
age of the anorthosyte. 'rhis evidence is four· fold. ( 1) The 
anorthosyte is traversed by dykes of the Keweenian eru pt.ives 
both acid and basic. (2) The Keweenian lavas hold imbedded 
in t hem innumerable boulders and blocks of anorthosy te evi_ 
dently detached from a pre·existing terrane. (3) The anor· 
thosyte forms the surface upon which the Keweenian lavas now 
rest., and upon which they were originally extravasated. (4) 
The anorthosyte affords both by its petrographical chara.ciier 
and by the nature of its surface the most satisfactory evidence 
of profound erosion prior to the e xtravasation of the Keweenian 
eruptives. 

Domed and Hummocky Chm'aclel·oflhePre· Keweenian SUljact!:
Not only does the surface of the anorthosyte demonstrate the 
erosion of that formation in pre·Keweenian time, but it shows 

·Faclng j,a)l'" I'!. 
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tbat the Keweenia.n lavas have only to be stripped from its 
surface, by the ordinary forces of denudation. as has been done 
in severa.l instances cited, in order to afford us tbe typical 
domed. hummocky, and 1'oches moutQnnees surface which is usu
ally ascribed to glacial action. This type of surface prevails 
over the grea.ter part of the Archrean terranes of Canada and 
passes in this peculia.r condition under tbe base of the paireo
zoic column wherever the contact has beeIl. observed. The 
writer has in a. former pa.per inferred from this fact t h,at tbe 
hummocky character of the Archroan terranes of Ca.nada. is not, 
as is commonly supposed. a.scribable wholly to glacial action 
in Pleistocene time, but that it is essentially pre·palreozoic in 
its origin, being only modified by Pleistocene erosion. * The 
beautifully clear evidence here recorded and illustrated (Plate 
IV) as to the domed and roches motdonnees surface of the pre
Keweenian rocks of the Minnesota coast where they pass under 
the Keweenia.n lavas, is in harmony with the descriptions and 
conclusions given in the paper referred to; and demonst rates 
that in this regard the anortb05ytes have one pronounced fea
ture in common with the Archrean of other parts of the lake 
Superior region. 

I1Ilet-val oj erosion:-The character of the anorthosyte as set 
forth in the petrographical notes is such as to warrant the as
sumption that it is a plutonic formation, and that it solidified 
in the form in which we now see it nnder deep seated condi
tions; and that therefore the amount of erosiou necessary to 
reveal it at the surface must have been great. The interval in 
which the work of erosion was effected, was probably the same 
pre· palaeozoic interval as that which effected the reduction of 
the Archreau to the gr:eat hummocky plane which occupies so 
large a part of the North American continent, and which re
veals at the surface the great areas of Archrean granites. 

Absence of the Animikie:- The recognition of a pre· Keweenian 
terrane on the Minnesota coast involves certain consequences 
of geological importance. One of these is that the formations 
of the Animikie so largely developed in the vicinity of Thunder 
bay, and there underlying the Keweenian, are here wanting. 
'Former writers have assumed the existence, beneath the Ke
ween ian, of the Animikie rocks along the entire coast. But 
the repeated outcrops of the anorthosyte at the base of the Ke
weenian shows that for the middle third of the Minnesota coast 
at least, the Animikie, is wanting. The relations thus becom; 

·Pre-Palmnzolc Surf .. co or tbe Arebma.n Terranes or Ca.nada. Bull. Geol. 800. Am., 
Vol.l, pp.I63_174. 
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entirely ana.logous to those which obtain on the Canadian por
tion of the lake Superior coast beyond Tbunder bay where tbe 
Animikie is wanting and the Keweenian (Nipigon) rests di 
rectly upon the hummocky surface of the Archrean. 

ShallowneS8 of the Keweenian.' - Another important conse
quence, resulting from a recognition of the true character of 
the anorthosytes. is a correction of Irving's est.ima.te of the 
thickness of the Keweenian. In bis account of the stratigraphy 
of the Minnesota. coast, Irving places the thickness of the 
Keweenian series at 20,000 feet, stating that, in all probability, 
it may reach 22,000 or 2-1,,000 feet. "" Disregarding tbe first 
group, the St. Louis gabbros, for the thickness of whicb he 
admits be can give no good figures, he places the thickness of 
the rema.inder of the Keweenian at 17,000 feet. At Split-rock 
he places the thickness at 16,000 feet. and at Temperance river 
the maximum of l7,000 is reached. There is something sadly 
astray with these estimates, and with the stratigraphy upon 
which they are based. According to Irving the Keweenian 
series on the Minnesota coast is thickest along its middle third. 
It is along this part of the coast that the underlying basement, 
upon which the Keweenian rests, crops out sufficiently abund 
antly to demonstratfl that the series is comparatively thin, 
ranging from zero, locally. up to a. few hundred feet. The 
Keweenian on this coast is by no means the excessively thick 
series that it has been represented to be. In the opinion of 
the writer, its maximum thickness is not more than one· tenth 
of the value at which Irving placed it. All estimates based 
upon the dip of the lava sheets are fallacious, unless it is 
clearly recognized that a. large part of the dip is the original 
slope of · the surface over which the lavas flowed; and that 
there is a constant and scarcely avoidable da.nger of piling up 
contemporaneous flows, one on top of another, by an undue 
extension of imaginary stratigraphic planes. In this way 
figures are obtained for the thickness as enormous as they are 
absurd. The stratigraphy of volcanic flows and instrusive 
sheets, traversed by many dykes, is not so simple a problem as 
Irving seems to have regarded it, and his analysis of that 
stratigraphy, his subdivision of the Keweenian into groups, 
and his estimates of the thickness of the various portions of 
the series are of little value; a statement which it is a.s painful 
to make as it is necessary in the interests of sound geology . 

' l'Qpper-bearlng Rock s. p . 266. 
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C!ol'tela(.ion and name oj the jormation:- Petrographically, the 
anorthosytes of the Minnesota coast are closely allied to cer
tain great masses or areas of plagioclase rocks which prevail 
in the Province of Quebec, and which are known also in the 
Adirondacks and in New Jersey. Adams. who has given many 
years of study to the Quebec occurrences, has shown that they 
are irruptive masses breaking through the ordinary gneisses 
of the Archrean. * It would appear, however, that they long 
antedate the advent of the palreozoic, that they were plutonic 
intrusives in the Archooan prior to the great interval of erosion 
which separated the Archrean and Palreozoic, and that their 
appearance at tbe present surface of that region is d ue to pre
palreozoic denudation. On tbe lake Superior coast the relation 
of the anorthosytes to the Archrean rocks is not revealed, but 
it seems highly probable that they are, here also, pre-palreo
zoic, and were a.lso plutonic intrusives in the Archrean and ex
posed at the pre paheozoic surface by the same erosion as that 
which denuded the anorthosyLe areas of. Quebec. Moreover 
the writer has elsewheret noted the occurrence of plagioclase 
rocks at Bad Vermilion lake, under the na.me of saussurite 
gabbro, which are intrusive in part of the Archrean. This 
saussurite gabbro is for the most part composed wholly of basic 
plagioclase, and differs petrographically from the Minnesota. 
anorthosytes chiefly in the decomposition of the feldspar into 
the saussurite aggregate. Dykes of very coarse plagioclase 
rock (saussuri tic) have also been observed by the writer tra· 
versing the Archrean on the internationa.l boundary at Otter· 
track lake. about forty miles north of Carlton peak. 

Fully aware of t.he danger of establishing geological correla
tions on a petrographical bas.is. the writer is nevertheless dis
posed to accept the suggestion which these petrographical 
a.nalogies offer. and to enunciate the hypothesis that the 
a.northosytes of the Minnesota coast are the geological equiva
lents of the anorthosytes of Quebec. i. e., that they are 
plutoniC irruptives invading the Archrean. and yet long 
a,nterior to the Taconic or basal system of the palaeozoic 
rocks. For rocks of such a relationship tbe term Norian will 
doubless be eventually retained in geological nomenclature. 
Were the correlation here suggested SCientifically demonstra
ble the name Norian would be a sufficient designation for the 
geological formation composed of these anorthosytes. Since, 

·Oeologlc .. 1 Su ~ vcy ot CanMh •. Summa.ry Repo r ts for 1!l87 l\Dd 1888. 
tOe(l !. (If Ra iny Lake Re;;lon . Ge<>1. Survey ot Cllnao.la, ADnu,,1 RepOrt lPBS, vp. ~-57 
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however, the correlation is merely an hypothesis, to ser ve 3..'> a 
basis for future discussions, a local name for the formation 
is highly desirable. The writer, therefore suggests the 
name "Carltonian," from Carlton peak, where the formation 
is most extensively exposed, as the geological designation of 
the formation; and he tentatively correlates the Carltonia.n 
of lake Superior with the Norian of "the Province of Quebec. 



II. 

THE LACCOLITlC SILLS OF THE NORTHWEST 
COAST OF LAKE SUPERIOR. 

I~TRODUCTION . 

General .Note- Among the salient geologica.l fe1.tures of the 
northwest coast of lake Superior, the most prominent are prob
a.bly the rema.rkable sheets of " tra.p" which are constantly 
associated with the Animikie and Nipigon groups of sediment
ary rocks, between Pigeon ri,"er and the Slate islands. It is to 
the presence of these tra.p sheets that the bold and picturesque 
topogra.phy of Thunder cape, McKay's mountain, Pie island, 
Nipigon bay. and the many sheer-walled mesas and tilted 
blocks of the region is due. 

These trap sheets are usually nearly horizontal, and are of 
great extent. They occur in two ways: (1) In the form of 
thick sheets. usually from 50 to 200 feet in thickness, (occasion· 
ally 300 or even 400 feet) at the summit of the local stratigraph· 
ic column, resting on the little disturbed sh ales and sand· 
stones, and constituti.ng the surface of the tableland or mesa. 
In geological descriptions these thick sheets have been re
ferred to a.s "trap caps." (2) As thin sheets, usually from 4 to 
20 feet in thickness, intercalated with the shales and sandstones 
at So much lower level in the local stratigraphic column. 

These trap sheets are prevaUngly diabase, passing in places 
into gabbro. and h ave been regarded by all previous writers on 
the geology of the region as wholly or in part volcanic flows. 
The lower and thinner sheets have been regarded as contem· 
poraneous with the sedimentary rocks with which they are in · 
tercaiat-ed, and the capping sheet has been referred to very 
commonly as the "crowning overflow," and by one writer has · 
been designated the "gabbro flood." These sheets are very 
characteristic associates of the Animike group, and from the 
descriptions which have been given the notion is current, both 
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in literature and among geologists who have had occasion to 
become famiLiar with lake ~uperior g eology, that the 
Animikie group is, like the Keweenian, partly volcanic in its 
composition. 

Earlier desC'l'iptions- This idea was first enunciated by Logan , 
who in his description of the rocks of the north shore of lake 

. Superior "'refers thus to the formations now known as the 
Animikie group: "Bluish slates or shales interstratified with 
trap, .. • • .. .. Trap bands conforma.ble with the strati· 
ficatiou are interstratified in sevel:al parts of the vertical 
amount, but they occur in greatest thickness towards the bot· 
tom Dot far from the cherty beds, and at the summit overlying 
the whole formation. ~ .. • In all cases it presents a very 
striking sub·columnar ·structure at right angles to the plane of 
the stratification, and the crowning overflow gives a peculiar 
aspect to the \vhole region occupied by the formation to which 
it belongs." 

Practically the same language was again used by Logan in 
his account of the geology of Canada published in 1863. 

Bell adopted the same view, that these trap sheets are sur· 
face volcanic flows, but recognized that they are, in part at 
least, later in age than the bulk of the Nipigon rocks, from 
the fact that the sheets in places cap the Nipigon stratat · ' 

Irving objects to the idea of any single "crowning overflow," 
but clearly regarded th e greater part of the trap sheets as 
contemporaneous volcanic sheets, as may be gathered from the 
following quotations: 

"So fa.r, then, as I have been able to learn from original 
observations, and by reading in the light of the observations 
the accounts of others. the Animikie rocks of the Pigeon river · 
Thunder bay region consist. of So grea.t series, probably 
upwards of 10,000 feet in thickness, of quartzites, which are 
often arenaceous, quartz sla.tes, argillaceous or clay sla.tes, 

. magnetitic quartzites and sand·stones , thin limestone beds, and 
beds of a cherty and j aspery materiaL With these a re associ· 
ated. in great volume, and in both imbedded and intersecting 
masses, several types of coarse gabbro and fine grained 
diabase, all of the types being well known in the Keweenian 
series.! Again referring to Bell's stratigraphical scheme for 
the Animikie, Irving says: "Then again, . the great 

'RepOf~ of Progr""s. GtJO!. Survey ot O,." ,.d" 1816·7 p. 13. 
1'(;eol. Su ~ .. ey ot Oan,.da l:tepOtt of P rogress 1866·69. 
10a pp&r-bear!og Rocks. v.anl. 
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volume of included beds of gabbro a nd diabase is almost 
entirely ignored. In the third division of his scheme it is said 
that trap beds are associated with these rocks along the north 
shore of Thunder bay, at the Thunder bay mine. and in the 
township of McIntyre. a.nd yet tho whol e volume of this divis· 
ion is p laced at only 450 feet. But as seen. all the way from 
Wauswaugoning bay, on the Minnesota coast, to the south side 
of ~he Kamiuistiquia valley. and again in the Pigeon river 
country of Minnesota, these included beds m ust aggregate 
over a thousand feet (.?) " while they may be much more than 
this (? :;» .t This important omission is probably to be ex
plained by BeJl's having regarded all of these beds as part of 
the so·called " crowning overfiow·· which is supposed to have 
taken place after the accumulation and removal of .thousands 
of feet of the newer Keweenian or copper-bearing strata. 

" The only evidence of any such general overflow consists 
in the similarity of the crystalline rocks found capping the 
hills in different parts of the region. Not only is it much more 
in accordance with the geology of the la ke Superior region to 
suppose these occurrences to re present many different flows. 
but there is distinct evidence that they do so in many cases. 
This evidenc€ consists in part in actual visible interstratifica· 
tion with the slates in some places of great beds of olivinitic 
gabbro identical both macroscopically and miscroscopically with 
the rock capping Thunder cape. Another evidence is the very 
great irregularity of level of this supposed fiow must occupy, 
the hight at which it is found varying back and forth through 
dbtances of several hundred feet. Yet stronger evidence is 
found in the general structural character of the region. by 
virtue of which each heavy, enduring. crystalline rock layer 
constitu~s a r idge with a long front slope and a p reciptious. 
back slope. ".t 

Selwyn, in 1884. adopted the same prevalent views as to the 
partial volcanic composition of the Animikie group. Writing 
in that year, he says: " Between Thunder bay and the ea.st 
end of Nipigon the three series (Animikie. Nipigon and Ke
weenian) foHow each other without appal'ent unconformity 
and dip at generaliy low angles towards the lake. Up to the 
summi t of the Nipigon series there a.re many larger inter· 
stratified beds of columnar diabase, then follows the Keweenian 

' The '1Uerle9 are tLc wrlt ... ,, ·s . 
'The (lu erlc~ are t he wl"lt.er·s. 
' 0». Cit .. pp 381--&12. 
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series, consisting. e tc. .. .. ., The a.bsence of palwontological 
evidence of age may be, perhaps, in a great measure. accounted 
for by the great and repeawd manifestati.on of volcanic activity 
over the whole region during the accumulation o f the sedi 
ments, producing condi tions highly un favorable for the e xist· 
ence of animal life. ". From various references scattered 
thrQug h the writings of Murray, McFarlane, Hun t and Mc
Kellar it is clear that all of these observers regarded the shee~s 
associated wi~h the Animikie slates. sandstone. etc. , as con
temporaneous volcanic flows. 

The late P rof. Alex . WincheU in speaking of ~he trap sheets 
which cap the Animikie slates ill the vicin ity of the interna
t ional boundary. used the following words: "The great gab
bro f100d . I agree fully with American geologists in assign· 
ing a primitive molten condi tion to the sheet of gabbro which 
covers so many hundreds of square mites in the northwest. 
But its wide extent considered as a molten flood, is a fact which 
excites amazement. .. .. . ... a total of thirty· nine townships 
or 1,152 miles, once in the history of the state covered by a 
g lowing flood of molten r ock.t 

The views of N. H. and H. V. Winchell are e xpressed reo 
cently in the following terms: "The Taconic ( Animikie) in 
northeastern Minnesota. therefore, with some periods of quiet. 
was deposited in t.he midst of violent volcanic disturbances and 
oceanic transportation. ,·t 

The best accou nt of the Animikie group that has yet ap · 
peared is that given by E. D. Ingal} in his report on Mines and 
Mining on Lake Superior. ~ 

To Mr. Ingall belongs the credi t. of taking the firs t. steps in 
rectifying current misconceptions regarding t.he geological reo 
lations of the trap sheets associated with tbe Auimikie strata 
In seve.ral specific instances he shows in this paper that the 
trap sheets are not contemporaneous flows, but a re t rue in

. trusive sheets. But notwithstanding the clearness of the truth 
which he discovered. he seems to have been so infiuenced by 
the weight of authori t.y of previous writer s that his discovery 
remained only a partial one. and its full significance was not re
alized; for be s peaks in his in t roduction of "Sedimentary and 
volca.nic rocks of the Animikie. "R and a little further on he says. 

'Desor!ptlvtJ Sketch of the Physi, ·,,1 Geugraphy and Geolol'Y of tbe Oo'lllllion or C,'n -
ada. 1&1 1. pp 21. 2'2. 

-t Geological and Natoral bistory s urvey ot MInnesota. S;"""''' " th (lU 'H}"'! report. p .:16 1. 
t I ron oreg of Mleue80IJI.. flu ll. No. VI. Geo\. a",1 N "t .. 1T lst. S"r"e.)' of Mlnnewt;L 

1891, p. 114-
IGeol. Survey at Canada. anUll,.\ '""port 188.". [,art H 
lOp cit. p.8 
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"the rocks comprising this silver bearing forma.tion (Animikie) 
consist of basic traps, black and gray argillites, cherts and jas
pers, with some ferruginous dolomytes etc. ,.* The evidence of 
the intrusive character of some of the sheets, which Mr. lngall 
add uees, will be reverted to in the sequel. 

It thus appears from a review of these references to the 
writings of most of the geologists who ha~'e had occasion to 
to become personally fam il iar with the Animikie group tha.t 
the uniform-teaching bas be~n that the series is partially com
posed of volcanic rocks. Most observers have regarded all 
of the igneous rocks associated with the Animikie series as 
volcanic surface flows. Two observers only, Irving a.nd Inga,ll, 
have recognized the intrusive character of some of the sheets; 
and of these IngaU obser ved so many cases, that it is a matter 
of surprise that he did not attempt to generalize somewhat 
from his evidence. 

Dissent j1"01n Jorme" Views-This doctrine of the volcanic· 
character of the igneous rocks associated with the Animikie is 
one which the wtiter is disposed to deny. The writer believes 
that he has a field knowledge of the Animikie rocks not less 
extensive than that of any otber geologist who has heretofore 
written upon then. He knows them from Gunflint lake to the 
most easterly islands of Nipigon bay. He has examined their 
entire exposure, in a.ll its magnificence, along the coast of lake 
Superior from Grand Portage bay to its most easterlyoccur· 
renee on the main shore. Traveling on foot, he has exa.mined 
all the sections which are revealed on the line of the Canadian 
Pacific railway, both east and west of Port Arthur. He has 
followed the line of contact of the Animikie against the 
Archrean probably more closely than any other geOlogist who 
has put his observations on record. He has visited and 
descended most of the important silver mines that have been 
in operation during the last s i.x years. He has examined the 
weH known exposures on the wagon and canoe route from Port 
Arthur westward by way of Rabbit mountain, the PalisadAs, 
Silver Mou ntain. Whitefish and Arrow lakes, and the lakes of 
the international boundary. He has also traversed the Kam· 
inistiquia river in canoe, and has ma.de many minor excursions 
throughout the district occupied by the Animikie rocks.t 

• !d p.l.'"J. 
tThe v"r!ous e.~"",lnal;on~ which tile writer l.> ... s made from tIme to tiooe of the o\1l\

mlkle ~OCkS h"v" t>"en !ncldenta! 1<>. u~ apa r t (rum. his m,.jo. wO!'k III the Jake Super-
101' re~ I on ; and hl~ ~nc> wl~dg~ o f the ser Ies h ...... therefo c~. lJe t n ga the.-ed pl eCfl ·",e,,1. 
and b". I~d to 11 0.1 sy~to"n .. tlc account o f los )twlng!" .. 1 featu res. The last oe"es8ary 
and !"'pOftant Into,·",,,'lon WaS "bt.>l.inOd whil e e.~aml nin~ the COaSt o f the Jake In the 
SUmmer ot I~'!I . u~der tbe a "~plces of the Geo!ollJcal " nd Natural History loin cvey of 
l\l!nnesota. The e""lier not;)s were oiltalned "hUe conducting ~eolo!cal gwo rk for the 
Geologk .. 1 Survey o f Ca.,ada. 
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With these exceptionally favorable opportunities for obser
va.tion, with a strong interest in the ingeous rocks of the r(;'gion, 
and having always had in mind the question which is to be 
dealt with in this paper, the writer has failed, after a prolonged 
and critical inquiry, to find anywhere in the Animikie group 
any trace wha.tever of volcanic rocks. 

Views here advanced~In view of this somewhat extensive 
familiarity with the Animikie formations, the writer feels war
ranted, from bis failure to find volcanic rocks, in la.ying down 
the proposition, that there a1'l! no conteml)OmneOlt8 volcanic ~'ocks 
in the Animike group. 

He dissents, moreover. from the view which has been enter
tained by some writers, Bell. particularly, that the "trap cap" 
or so called "crowning overflow" which is found reposing on 
the Animikie, is a volcanic extravasation, though not contem
,paraneous, since the same sheet has been observed to ca.p also 
the Nipigon se ries; and he maintains that none of the trap sheets 
associated with the Animikie, wlu.lher of the nature of "caps" or in

, tercalated sheets, is a volcanic flow. He fur ther maintains that 
these trap sheets are all intrusive in their Q1'igin, and are of Ute 
nflture of laccolilic sills. 

The last two of these propositions the writer believes to be 
susceptible of deLL.onstrat;ion. The firston account of its nega
tive character cannot be so surely established. But since these 
trap sheets are the only rocks which have ever been supposed 
to be volcanic, if the last two propositions can be maintained, 
geologists cannot go on assuming and teaching as they have 
done in the past, that the Animikie group is partially composed 
of volcanic rocks. For' nowhere in geological literat,ure is 
there any good evidence recorded of the existence of contem· 
poraneous volca.nic rocks. and in none of the hundreds of un
rivaled sectiolls, which the cliffs and mesa. scarps of the Ani
mikie present, ha.s any igneous rock, intercalated with the sedi · 
mentary strata, been found, other than these trap sheets. An at· 
tempt will, therefore, be made to show that these trap sheets 
are intrusive sills; but in doing this no effort will be made 
to treat the subject exhaustively. The petrographical char · 
acters of the rocks will not be entered into in detail, although 
they present a very inviting field for investigation from CBrtain 
points of view. Neither will any effort be made to array great 
numbers of specific, deta.iled observations of field relations; 
for that would be wearisome, and is Ullnecessary till such time 
as the views here presented be challenged and their truth 
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doubted. The general statements which the writer will make, 
together with the occasional specific references, are sufficient 
to establish his thesis. 

PETROGRAPHICAL CHARACTER OF THE TRAP SHEETS . 

The so-called "trap" sheets associated with the Animikie 
group embrace two distinct types of rocks; (1) Diabase (2) 
Granophyric quartz-porphyry . The first of these is by far the 
most abundant. It very frequently has olivine present as an 
important constituent. a.nd would then be termed an olivine-di
abase. In structure it passes locally into a coarse gabbro or 
olivine-gabbro on the ODe hand, and on the other into a fine 
grained porphyryte. The prevailing color is a pepper and salt 
gray, the fresher the rock the lighter being the color. Where 
the pyproxene is found to have been altered to hornblende, and 
other changes have taken place, the rock is usually darker in 
color. Opaque iron ores are generally never absent from the 
slides of these rocks. The ophitic or diabase structure is very 
pronounced and is much more prevalent than the allotriomor
phic granular structure, notwithstanding the fact that Irving 
and others commonly refer to the rock as gabbro. An abund
ant crop of phenocrysts seems to have been developed in some 
few localities in the coarser varieties of the rock. and the form
ation then is strongly porphyritic, as on the shore west of Cald
well point. Another feature of interest but also quite local in 
its occurrence is the presenC6 of i rregular patches or blotches 
or blebs of quartz in the mass of the rock. These may be seen 
to advantage on the Canadian Pacific railway about five or six 
miles east of Port Arthur. Locally. also, the constituent feld
spar of the diabase assumes a brick red color and the rock in 
consequence has a reddish color. This is common in those por
tions of the formation which are charged with inclusions of 
quartzyte fragmeuts from the Animikie series. but is also ob· 
servable when such inclusions are not to be found. 

This assumption locally of a reddish color renders it some
times difficult to distinguish the diabase, without very critical 
examination, from the second petrographical type affected by 
these sheets, viz. , the quartz· porphyry, which is also of a brick 
red color, and frequently has a ferro-magnesian silicate as a 
normal constituent. This red granophyric porphyry is, however, 
not of general distr ibution like the diabase, but is found chiefly 
on the islands southwest of Pie island, and on points opposite 
Victoria island and thence southwestward on the mainland . In 
some of its phases it resembles some of the various "red· rock" 
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torma-tions on the Minnesota. coast. which have by former inves· 
tigators been classed as Keweenian flows. Most of it seems to 
be indistinguishable in its essential characters from the "red 
rock" of Pigeon point which has been so ably investigated by 
Prof. Bayley, who indentifies it as soda granite and quartz-kera
tophyre, and advances a remarkahle expla.:lation of its mode of 
development, which the writer. after a careful examination of 
the conditions revealed on Pigion point, believes to be correct .... 
The area occupied by these sheets of red rock within the Ani· 
mikie province is, however, small. and some portions of them 
vary considerably from the true quartz· porphyry facies. and ap_ 
pear from their field relations to be intermediate graduations 
between an aeid quartz·porphyry a.nd the diabase, as if by the 
mixture of acid and basic magmas. To establish such a sup
position would. however. require a large a.mount of thorough 
petrographical study. Prof. Bayley's careful work at Pigeon 
paint sets the example of the true method of attacking these 
highly interesting problems in petrogeny. There is no place 
for their discussion in this paper. 

Constancy oj character-The sheets of diabase are, with the 
local exceptions a.bove mentioned, remarka.bly constant in their 
petrographical characters over wide areas of country. They 
are, for example, invariably holocrystaUine and no glassy por
tions have anywhere been detected in them. They are never 
amygdaloidal, a fact which has been frequently noted by earlier 
writers. In this respect the trap sheets present; a. ver.v ma.rked 
contrast to the volcanic lavas of the Keweeniau, which are gener
ally amygdaloidal. 'rhis total absence of amygdaloidal and 
vesicular structure is a very strong argument in itself against 
these sheets being surface flows. t The sheets also have very 
constantly a columnar or sub-columnar structure transverse to 
the plane of their extension. This columnar structure moreover 
extends through the entire sheet , from the lower surface tv the 
upper. This, again. is in contrast with the columnar structure 
observable in thick surface flows. In these cases the columns 
are also prevalingly at right angi.es to the cooling surfaces, but 
they do not, so far as the observations of the writer serve him. 
extend completely through from surface to surface. In their 

-0>"1):10 01 theSod,.(;r,.nl~., a"dll. u''"t~.I'erawph)· r~ of Pl~e<.)n pOint. by W. S. Bar_ 
ley Am.J"ur. Of ScI.. Vol. XXXIX April. lS!lO 

Tin O"e Instance the writer h,.s olJserved ,u, """ygd",loldal rock io tbe A olmikle prov_ 
tnce, but this has no cOnl,wtlo" with tile {.rnll 8~eet.s and Is probably"" DD t-lying 
,.emnaot o f the 1<eweeelan. cr. Not.p. 00 tilt" OC<!u.r"oce of motIve COPPH In th .. 
Anh,,!kie rocks of Thunder bay. The An>ericnn Ooolog!st, MaNh. 1890. 
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columnar structure these trap sheets are entirely analogous to 
the numerous dykes of the region, in which the columnar 
structure is pronounced from wall to wall of the dyke. 

Petroyraphicaldiffe1'entiation-While thus emphasizing the COD

stancy of the petrographical cha.racter of these sheets, it is not 
the intention to assert that there is no petrographical differen
tiation witbin the sheet itself. There is. indeed, a very pro
nounced and evident variation in the character of the rock 
composing each sheet. But this variatiQlI obeys a definite law, 
and is constant for every sheet, so that the variation itself he
comes an invaria.ble character, wherever the full thickness of 
the sheets may be observed. This petrographical variatiOll is 
strictly analogous in its physical aspects to the differentiation 
which the writer has described as characterist.ic of the dykes 
which traverse the Arcbrean terranes in the Rainy lake region. * 

Whether there is also a corresponding chemical variation as 
in the case of the dykes, has not yet been investigated. Where· 
ever the contact of the trap sheets with the Animikie slates 
has been observed, whether at the lower or the upper surface 
of the sheets, the diabase at tho immedia.te contact has been 
found to be a dense compact rock. either microcrystalline or 
quite aphanitic with occasional minute phenocrysts of plagio
clase scattered t.hrough it. The texture of the rock becomes 
coarser rapidly as the distance from the contact is increased, 
and if the sheet is thick the rock is usually quite coarse a.t the 
distance of a few yards from the contact. In the strttcture, as 
exhibited in a. number of representative slides from different 
localities, the rock varies from that of a dense, very fine gra.ined 
diabase-porhyryte into thatof a fine grained diabase, the ophitic 
structure being prououn~ed,and then to that. of a coarse diabase 
with a tendency in places to assume a granular structure. 

Analogous, thougb somewhat different.. variations in texture 
and structure, also obtain for the sheets of red granophyric 
quar tz· porphyry, at least so far as their lower contact is con
cerned, as may be clearly observed on Victoria island. These 
varit~\ions in texture and structure, particularly in the diabase, 
are well known to be characteristic of the contact phenomena. 
of intrusive masses; and taken together with the strong simi
larity in the field aspect of the sheets to the dykes of the 
region, the presumption in favor of regarding them as hori
zontal dykes or intrusive siLls becomes very strong. 

' Pe~J"Ograph !ral D!fferent!atlon of Certain Dyke~ of lbe Ra!ny Lake Reg!on. The 
.4m<nca" (Uo/lJj)i.t, Mareh, 18lJ1. 
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SOME BROAD FEATURES OF THE TRAP tiHEETK 

Thei.r Simplicity- Another argument in favor of the intrusive 
cha.ra.cter of the sheets is their simple and uniform character 
regarded as geological masses. In this they again resemble 
the great dykes that traverse tbe region. In the case of s ur· 
face 1l0ws, whether from volcanic craters or from fissure out
wellings, it is an exceedingly abnormal coudition of affairs to 
find the extravasation tako the form of a single sheet, occupy
ing hundreds of square miles a.nd of practicaUy uniform thick· 
ness. Yet this is precisely the character of the sheets under 
consideration. Their simple individuality, their regularity, 
the total absence of over· tappings of one sheet on another, are 
features which are sufficient .to negative the supposition that 
they are surface flows. The unity and persistence of tbe 
sheets over wide areas is remarkable. The Animikie strata 
and these associated trap sheets have together been dislocated 
by a grpat system of faults; and the orographic blocks so 
formed have been ver.v frequently tilted, so as to present a long 
gentle slope to tbe south·east, and a steep scarp to the north
west. The angle of tilt has been smdll ranging usualJy from 
0° to 5°, but is sometimes higber; and portions of the region 
afford a. remarkable illustration of this tilted structure, and of 
a. topograppy conditioned by it. The many long, narrow lakes 
which occupy the Aniroikie province in the vicinity of the 
international boundary clearly lie in fault lines, between a steep 
scarp on one side, and a more or less gentle slope on the other. 
The non-recognition of this prevalent tilted structure has been 
the origin of much confusion in the descriptions of the Ani
mikie group; and very excessive estimates of the thickness of 
the series have been ma.de both by Irving· and by logal!. f 

In the opinion of the writer oue fifth of ~hese estimates is 
much nearer tbe true tb.i.ckness than the figures given by these 
geologist..... The recognition of the tilted structure renders 
the correlation of discrete portions of a single sheet a. matter of 
no great difficulty to a stratigraphic geologist. Sucb a corre
lation, based npon correct ideas of tbe structure, shows clearly 
that the trap sheets are few in number, and single sheets may 
be tra.ced in geological continuity fol' many hundreds of square 
miles. This persistence of single sheets, more noticeable in the 
thick "trap caps" tban in the tbinner intercalated sheets, is even 

~IO.((.:l teet_ Copl>e r-be ... dn~ Rorkq p. aso. 
t 12,UOO teet. Uep<>rt o ll Mines a nd MinI", In Lake Superior p. 26. 
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more evident on the lake front, where tilting is less pronou n ced 
and the sheets may be traced in actual, as well as geologica.l 
continuity, over equally great areas with practically uniform 
thickness. In other cases, where the level-topped mesas a.re 
dissected by erosion and sepa.ra.ted into several topographical 
masses by valleys of greater or less width, there can be no 
reasonable doubt of the origina.l continuity of the separate caps 
of the now isolat€d hills, since they occupy the same levels, 
overlie the same rocks, have the same general thickness, and 
the same peculiarities of petrographical det,ail both macrosco
pic and microscopic. This persistence and the practical 
uniformity of level (prior to tilting), together with the fairly 
unifortr. thickness of the sheets constitute a combination of 
features not affected by surface flowS . 

Absence oj P!lmclastic Rocks- l'be sheets a.re nowhere asso· 
ciated with pyroclast ic rocks such as would suggest their ex· 
travasion at the surface. There is no ash, or tuff, or coarse 
agglomerate. Neitber is there any trace of breccia or rece
men ted lava fragments of any kind, sucb as are commonly de
veloped in the progress of a surface flow of lava.. 

Absence of }tow structure-There is, moreover. a. complete a.b· 
sence of flow struct·ure such as is so abundant in the la.vas of 
the Keweenian. This if:, true of the surface of the sheets as 
well as of their internal parts. The surface of the Keweenian 
lavas is very frequently cbaract.erized by the presence of wrink
les and of other manifestations of what is known as "ropy 
structure." These features a.re never found on the surfaces 
of the t ra.p sheets, even where these are freshly exposed by 
the recen t removal of the over-lying slates. 

The enclosing rocks-Another feature which does not accord 
with the supposed surface character of these sheets is, that the 
sedimentary strata below the sheet are usually, so far as ob· 
servation is possible, the same as the strata. which immediately 
overlie it, Of course, as regards the thick trap caps of the 
region, tbere are generally not no w any strata. reposing upon 
them, and it is, therefore, impossible to say wha.t the nature of 
tbe overlying beds originally was. But as regards the inter
calated sheets, the statement is true that there is no essen tial 
difference in the character of the enclosing rocks above and 
below the sheet; and. on the surface of the thick trap sheet, 
which extends inland from the town of Port Arthur and skirts 
the north shore of 'l'hunder bay, a.nd which is, for' the most 
part a. cap sheet, there.are numerous remnants of the overlying 
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Animikie slates still adhering to the trap (see Pla.te VI, Prontis
piece) which are the same rock essentially as the slates which 
underlie the sheet. 

interllection Of strata by the .sheets-Owing to the little disturbed 
condit.ion of the Animikie strata. and t.o the fact that the sheets 
had their origin prior to the disturbance. the sheets appear 
commonly to follow in each case a single geological horizon. 
To this apparent rule, however, there are very numerous ex· 
ceptions, and generally if the sheets are followed in detail 
their surfaces are found not to be strictly parallel to the bed
ding planes of the Animikie strata, but to intersect them to a 
greater or less extent. Generally the intersection is of a minor 
character. Sometimes, however, it amounts to an important 
passage from one geological horizon to a very different one. 
Many of these intersections of the Animikie strata by these 
trap sheets have been observed a.nd recorded by Ingall. * 

One or two cases have been noted by Irvi'lg. t and ot.hers 
have been observed by the writer. One of these intersections 
is well illustrated by Ingall in the lower figure of the plate 
facing page 24 in the report above referred to. Although this 
is entitled an illustration of flo "Trap flow on Argillytes ;" it is, 
undoubtedly, an intrusive contact, as Mr. Iogall himself is dis
posed to admit. In addition to the observat.ions of Ingall and 
Irving a few other cases noted by the writer on the coast may 
here be given. 

On the face of the high bluff which rises on the south side of 
Sturgeon bay, the trap cap may be seen not only to abruptly 
change its thickness and to pass up over the edges of the slates, 
but also to send a long tongue-like p rolongation within the lat
ter apparently parallel to the beddin~. On the south side of 
I.-'rince's bay, in passing eastward, the trap cap is seen to de
scend across the bedding of the slat.es to the water's edge; and 
and at the point which forms the headland of the bay it appears 
clearly to cut the sla.tes. Southward Erom the point the trap 
continues to cut the slates for two or three hundred yards, 
and then passes up over them aud merges with the trap cap 
once more. The appeara.nce is very much at one place as if 
t.here were a large dyke in direct continuity with the trap cap. 
At the same loca.lity is another dyke distinctly cutting both 
slates and trap cap. 

'Op. Olt. pp. ~2. ~6, 70. so. o~. 
~op. Cit·. pp. 373, 37~. 
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On the north side of Little Trout bay at a point about N. N: 
E. of McKellar"s point, may be seen flo very clear case of an 
intrusive sill. The sill is a.bout four feet thick and is composed 
of flo dark gray diabase. It has been injected along a. struc
tura.} plane in an older and thicker sheet of a pinkish weather
ing trap which presents a marked contrast to the sill. The 
latter h as flo dip of probably 10 0 to the southward. It is a.t the 
water's edge and pre!'-ents a perfectly clean exposure. The 
upper and lower contacts of the sill with the enclosing rock 
are remarkably sharp and the details of this contact show the 
intrusive character of the silL The petrographic varia.tion 
within the sill itself establishes the same fact. It is a dense 
aphanitic rock at both upper and lower contacts, and in pass. 
ing inward from the enclosi ng walls on either side towards 
the middle. tbe rock rapidly as!',umes a coarser texture and in 
tbe middle is a medium coarse grained rock. 

On the south side of Little Trout hay, about its middle, the 
gray trap may be seen mounting up over the abrupt edges of 
the fiat Animikie slatp.s and then continuing along upon their 
upper surface as a cap. The relations are diagrammatica.Ily 
represented in the fig. 1. Practically the same relationship 

Fl~. I. Dlagrammatio section showing tho relation or the trap cap to the Anlm l~lo 
slaus On the soutb side of Little Trout b",y . 

of trap and slate may be seen on the south side of the ext.rem· 
ityof McKellar's point. Here again the trap mounts over the 
edge of tbe fiat slates and then continues as a horizontal sheet 
resting upon them. There is here. however, one interesting 
point of difference from the conditions last referred to. The 
edges of the flat slates do not abut squarely upon the intersect.· 
ing trap, but are sharply bent and broken at tbe contact, and in 
this appear to afford evidence of a fault strain or monocline 
flexure which preceded the rupture of the slates. (Fig. 2.) 
Un the north side of Big 'frout bay near the end of the bay. 
the great vertical cliffs show, besides the common thick cap of 
gray trap on the slates, two very well marked sills at lower 
levels and near the shore. These are nearly horizontal and lie 
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par allel with the bedding, the upper one being 10 or 12 feet 
th ick and the lower one 4 or 5 feet. They are very distinctly col 
umnar and very well defined basaltic columns of small dimen
sions may be easily removed from the edges of the sheets. 
Both of these sheets are fine grained aphanitic rocks at the top 
and bottom, and assume a coarser texture towards the middle. 
The details of the contact with the slates on both tbe upper 
and lower sides of sheets establish their intrusive character, 
there being small intersections of the bedding planes of the 
slates. 

Near the extremity of the point which forms the south head
land of Big Trout bay the trap is again seen to cut up through 
the flat slates and, after reaching a certain level, t;o be extended 
over them in the fo rm of a horizontal sheet or cap. 

On the south side of this same point, also near the extremity, 
the relations of trap and slate are revealed in a very clear and 
instructive cliff section. T he trap here again mounts up over 
the abrupt clean edges of the slate and is, after reaching a 
certain level, extended horizontally upon them in the form of 
a cap. The upper surface of the slate formation is sharply 
step' like in places and uneven, aDd the contact of the trap and 
slate is therefore not a simple plane, but an irregular su rface 
of fresh rupture along neighboring bedding planes with abrupt 
descents from one plane to another. Two· thirds of the way 
down the cliff is a second brap sheet, very much thinner and 

Fig. 2. Dlagr amm atlo iiectioo on tllO sou til sIde of the ext rcn]lty of McI'ena.·~ 
Polot showing t.he relation or the trav cap to the Aolmlkll": stra ta. 

intercalated with the slates. rfhis is clea.rly an injected sill, for 
it may be seen in the cliff face to pass f rom one bedding plane, 
across tbe edge of the slates above and below. to a.nother hori
zon about 10 feet higher. In the same section there is also a 
vertical dyke which seems to a.ntedate the horizontal sill. The 
relations observed are represented diagrammatically in figure 
three. The rBla.tion of the small sill to the thicker mass of 
trap could not be clearly ascertained. 
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An interesting case of an intrusive sill is shown in the cliff 
section on the southeast side of Victoria island. Here a four 
foot sill of gray diabase has been injected along the plane 
of contact between the Aniroikie slates and an earlier sheet 

s.d, 

-----_ . . 
L <"I * L"'~ SUI""U' 

FIg. 3. Dltgra.m",aUo,;ectlQIl near the e xtl'emity or the point betwee" Big Trou tand 
Pigeon bay&. sho> wlng t,he rel&t!on "r the trap 81115\0 the Aulmlkie strata. 

of red quartz-porphyry. The sill has a dip of 100 to 1 5~, and 
bas the usual sharply-marked grada.tions in texture and struc
ture in passing from the upper and lower surfaces towards the 
middle of the sheet. The difference in density of the r ocks 
suggests that this has been the cause determining the con· 
tact plane of the quartz·porphyry as the plane of intrusion . * 
The local thickness of the sheet of quartz· porphyry is about 
forty or fifty feet. 

Passage Of sheets to lite H01'izvn of tlte Keweeniart-But not only 
are there numerous instances. such as those just cited, where 
the trap sheets cut across the bedding planes of the Animikie 
slates, but on following the coast eastward from Port Arthur 
it becomes apparent that the same sheets which cap the 
Animikie pass over to a hieber geological horizon and cap the 
local stratigraphic column of the Keweenian (Nipigon), as was 
clearly recognized by BelIt many years ago. 

In the vicinity of Black Sturgeon river, and on the shores 
and islands of Nipigon bay, there are abundant illustrations of 
great cliffs of Keweenian strata capped by th ick sheets of trap. 
which are identical with those which cap the Anilllikie series 
at Thunder bayj and, although these sheets cannot be traced in 
absolute conformity in tbe interval, there are many outlying 
patches which filt the gap. and the writer agrees witb Bell in 
the belief that there is no reasonable doubt as to the geological 
continuity of the trap sheets of Nipigon and Thunder bays, a l· 

' OD this polDt ct. Gllbert. CeDlogy of the Hen ry Mo"nt" ;,, ~ 
tOp. Cit . 
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though he rejects Bell's view tha.t they represent a. volcani c 
overflow. These sheets , ca.pping the Keweenian of Nipigon 
ba.y, are. of course, distinct from the true Keweeniall lava. beds 
a.nd cannot be confounded with "hem, T he re lations of !.he 
trap sheets to the Keweenian strata. are Lhe same as those 
which they bea.r to the Animikie strata. Not only do the sheets 
rest as caps on the mesas and tilted orographic blocks of the 
Keweenian, but they also cut across the beds of the latter, pre
cisely as they do in the Animikie. One of the best instances 
of the evident intrusion of these great tra.p sheets is near the 
mouth of Ni p igon r iver . at the great red rock cliff which rises 
perpendicularly above the Ca.nadian P a.ciffc railway t rack. 
Here a great ma.ss of the diabase r ises from the level of the 
lake, cuts across the horizontal bedding of the Keweenian for 
a. vertical distance of 140 feet. and then spreads out over the 
surface in tbe form of a great shee t 125 feet thick. The Ke 
weenian strata here. are very largely made up of bright ver
milion red sandstones and p urplish shales. These at the con 
tact and for a hunored feet or so from it have been much di s· 
turbed. and have been bleached white. Two small dykes, ap 
parently, though not demonstrably, apophyses from the great· 
er mass of intrusive rock cut the sandstone and shales near 
this zone of al teration. The relations exhibi ted in the section 
are represented dia.grammically in fiig. 4, the outlines of which 
are taken from a photograph. 

~'Is. 4. I nter1lectlon o r l{o ... "er>lan nr",t .. by lhe t.rflll s heet ll Dd lb" e .~l"nllon or tbe 
h.tteras" tblck CflP o,'e!' the horl'.o"t .. 1 ueds. Ited-rock <.-I1 1f at the moulh o f Nlpi~on 
rive r . 

In this region the Animikie is lacking and the higher Ke
weenian series rests directly on the Archrean. On both sides 
of Mazokamah bay, al so, the trap sheets may be seen in the 
face of the the high bluff's to cut across the ruptured Keweenian 
stra ta. 
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At Rossport, at the extreme east end of Nipigon ba,y, the 
Anirnikie slates again appear between the old A'rchrean base· ' 
ment and the Keweenian strata, and here again the 53-me trap' 
may be observed as a single mass both to cut the Animikie 
slates vertically and to cap them horizontally. 

THE LOWER CONTACT OP THE TRAP SHEETS. 

A critical study of the details of the contacts of the tra.p 
sheets with the enclosing rocks yields sufficient evidence to 

demonstrate their intru'live character. Of course the fact that 
the great bulk of these sheets takes the form of mesaoaps, from 
which the overlying slates have been removed almost entirely, 
renders it difficult to multiply observations on the upper COD
tact. But even on the surface of some of the tra.p-caps there 
are sufficient remnants of the former vOlume of overlying strata., 
to afford precise and absolutely decisive evidence of tbeir intru
sive origin; and from the essential identity of the character of 
all the sheets. it would be a fair inference to conclude. that if
one trap cap can be demonstrated to be intrusive, the others oJ' 
the region of precisely the same pbysical fea.tures, and all lack
ing the character of volcanic flows, are also intrusive. But the 
thesis here laid down does not depend upon snch an inference 
for its establishment. The lower contacts of the trap caps 
with tbe strata upon which they rest may be studied in practi
cally an endless number of clean, bare, rock walls; and the 
facts observed along the lower surface of the sheets is of high 
critical valuc-sufficient to demonstrate their intrusive charrac
ter. On the supposition, which bas been heretofore enter
tained, of the volcanic character of tbe trap sheets, there are 
two possible cases to be considered; (1) the flows might have 
been extravasated at the time of the deposition of the Animi
kie sediments which immediately underlie them. (2) They 
might have been extravasated after the induration and partial 
denudation of the underlying Animikie rocks. 

In the first of these two suppositious cases, it is 'clear that a 
lava fl.owing over soft sediments of a clayey character, such as 
must have been the original condition of the slate commonly 
found beneath the trap caps, would give us a confused and very 
indefinite plane of contact; the sediments would be disturbed · 
by the encroachment upon them of a great thick lava flow. and 
there would be more or lesb of a mixture of lava and sedi
ments. All this is very far from being the condition which pre
vails a.t the contact of the trap sheets with the rocks upon which 
they repose. 'fhat contact can almost invariably be loca.ted 
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with knife edge precision, (see fig. 5). There is never any con. 
fusion or sedimentary rocks with tbe trap. and the sharply 
angular character of the broken edges of the slates, where they 
are imbedded in the trap. shows clearly tha.t the slates were not 
in a soft condition at the time they were covered by the magma. 

- -..........:: = . 
~- ~ 

.- .- -- - ~ 
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FIR.~. Coota.c t· of the lo,.·er surface ot tbe U-"'I' c up wltil ""dc rlylllS Aulmikie 
"tratB. On tho sbor e oppos ite VI <llOH" Is land . 

The filling of minute fissures and cracks in the slate by 
apopbyses from the trap sheet shows the same thing. '1'he 
slates, theil, were hard and brittle and had acquired their 
characteristic cleavage prior to the advent of the traps. The 
numerous cases of the t rap sheets cutting across the bedding 
planes, a.s above recited , a.lso showl'; the traps to be later than 
the induration of the slates a nd the development of the cleav
age. It is clear, then, that even if the trap caps are volcanic 
flows, they are not contemporaneous with the deposition of the 
Anilllikie sediments. If then, they are volcanic flows at all they 
come under the second of the two possible suppositions. 'fhis 
implies that they were extravasated as [lows on an eroded sur· 
face of the Animikie rocks. The study of the contact lends no 
countenance to this supposition . An eroded surface has two 
pronounced features which a.re absolutely lacking in the surface 
UpOD which the trap caps repose. These are (1) the common 
evidences of sub· aerial weathering and the sculpture of the sur
face. and (2) the accumulation of surface debl'is. The absence 
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of these features in any single section, or even in severallocali
ties. would Doh be conclusive; but when it is remembered that 
the nature of the exposures is sucb, that the unobscured COll

tact. may be critically examined along hundreds of miles of 
irregularly winding mesa scarps, the utter failure to find any 
evidence whatever of erosive action upon the surface covered 
by the trap caps, becomes full warrant for affirming that the ' 
surface has never been exposed to such agencies. The surface 
of the Animikie slaws beneath the trap presents always . the 
chara.cters of a rock freshly ruptured and ioveloped immedi
ately in the trappean magma. Thus aga.in the supposition that 
the sheets are surface flows has nothing to sustain it, and all 
the evidence directly supports the view tbat tbe sheets a.re 
intrusive. 

THE UPPER CONTAC'l' . 

In most of the intercalated sheets the evidence of intrus ion 
is so abundant that it is scarcely necessary to go into the d e· 
tails of their upper contact with the enclosing rock. It is suf· 
ficient to say that it presents no essential difference from the 
lower contact. The trap involves the sharp angular edges of 
the slate, where they have been ruptured by the d isturbance ; 
apophyses from the sheets extend (usually for not more than a. 
few inches) into the cracks and fissures of the overlying slates; 
and angular fragments of the latter are quite freq uently found 
imbedded in the trap. As has been stated, the opportunities 
of examining the upper contacts at the trap caps are few. ow· 
ing to the general removal by erosion of the slates wh ich once 
rested upon tn~m. In the vicinity of Port ArthUr, however, 
some remarkably fine sections rna·y be very conveniently ex · 
a.mined which show remnants of s lates still reposing upon the 
trap caps; and such instances would be doubtless more fre' 
quently observed, were it not that the routes of travel only oc' 
casionally traverse the surface of the caps. and that the latter 
are very commonly covered \,:ith timber. The Port Arthur trap 
sheet is an extensive one, and not only underlies the town but 
extends inland for many square miles and skirts the shore of 
Thunder bay, being found on the points and islands. The avo 
erage thickness is probably about 50 feet. On the gurfac~ of 
this sheet at severa.l places may be seen patches of slate, ad· 
hering to it, and frequently sunk down into it, An excellent 
section is afforded in the railway cutting at the old Canadian 
Pacific railway station at Water street, Port Arthur . This 
section is shown in Plate VI. (frontispiece). The upper par· 
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··tion of the trap sheet is very dense and compact, but it rapidly 
becomes coarser in descending through the thickness of the 
sheet. The plane of con tact is on the whole, even , but is rag· 
ged or step. like in detail, the steps being due to the fractur· 
ing of the slates by the inva.sion of t he trap. The slates art' 
altered to the distance of (}Ver a foot above the trap. In other sec· 
tions the contact is still more step' like, a.nd blocks of slate may 
be seen to be sunk down within the trap. The s urface of the 
shee t, in place~ where it is perfectly evident that it has not 
been affected by erosion, is peculiarly domed with low flat Ull· 

'f!lf.fft.. 1t~f1V' L(I.k, SlIru ri.or 

iW]Ij:~lliTliT!n;tJi!-n;;'" "fJOldirers 

-----

R. C.R ur.to.f. 
''Ira(!. sMet 

T41.U" chid!y .s"fuu'3' 
sandstfl"e 

1i'13; 6. Diagrammatl<l section tbrough McKay's Mountain, Fort WllIh.nJ, $110,,101' 
t b e rela tion o r L acooltUc SllIs to the A oimlkles t r .. ta.. Scale l l llcb. 2SO feet .. 

dulations. The entire character of the upper surface of the 
Port Arthur sheet, which is one of the greatq.ps of the region, 
although loca.lly it descends to the level of the lake, is strictly 
analogous to that whieh may be observed on the projecting 
surface (a terrace of differentia.l degradation) offered by the 
inteca la.ted sheet at the Roman Ca.tholic retreat on the face of 
McKa.y's mountain at Fort Willia.m. This sill is about 12 to 15 
feet thick (see fig . 6) and ha.s the sa.me loea-uy domed orundul· 
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atory surface with patches of the overlying slates sunk down · 
into it. and partially imbedded in it. This domed surface of the 
trap sheets has been also noted by Ingall* in oLher localities. 

ALTERATION OF THE ENCLOSING ROCKS. 

The alteration of the Animikie slates by intrusive masses of 
the same petrographical character and general dimensiOll!i'. is 
very various in its extent. In some cases, as in the rflmarkable 
one at Pigeon point, described by Bayley. it amounts to a com
plete fusion of the invaded rocks and the mixture of such fused ' 
rock with the invading magma, giving rise to peculiar and ex- . 
ceedingly interesting petrographical types. In other cases the 
slates have only been altered to a horofels to the extent of a 
few inches, or at most a few feet from the contact. Sometimes 
it requires a trained petrographical eye to detect that there 
has been any alteration whatever_ The rocks immediately ad
jacent to the trap sheets, whether at their lower or their upper " 
surface, are, however, always altered to the extent at least of 
making them recognizable as hornfels. They are hard a.nd 
dense and frequently resemble somewhat the dense aphanitic 
facies of the trap at the contact, so that some geologists have 
confessed their inability to distinguish between them. This 
zone has not been subjected to systematic petrographical study, 
but in the few slides which the writer has examined, it is clear 
that the clastic structure of the rock has been more or less ob
scured by re-crystallization, and that the rock is characterized 
by the abundant development of minute pleochroic needles 
having parallel extinction, and resembling green hornblende 
but for the latter property. This alteration is sometimes 
associated with a bleaching of the rock; and in some cases there 
are suggestions of secondary glass having been formed. But 
it is not the intention of the writer to d iscuss the n a.ture of the 
alteration. It is sufficient for his purpose to be able to state 
that there is a prevalent alteration of the Animikie slates, both 
above and below the trap sheets, which is clearly ascribable to 
t.heir invasion within the slates as ingneous masses. 

SUMMARY. 

The a.rgument ma.y be summarized briefly: 
I-The trap sheets associated with the Animikie stra.ta a.re 

not volcanic flows , beca'.lse of the combination of t he following 
facts: 

• Op. cl t . 
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1. They are simple geological units, not a series of over 
lapping sheets. 

2. They are flat wit.h uniform thicknE'ss over a.reas more than 
one hundred square miles in extent, and where inclined. 
the dip is due essentially to faulting and tilting. 

3. There are no pyroclastic rocks associated willi them. 
4. They are never glassy. 
5. They are never amygdaloida.l. 
6. They exhibit no flow structure. 
7. They have no ropy or wrinkled surface. 
8. They have no lava· breccia. associated with them. 
9. They came in contact wit.h the slates after the latter were 

hard and brittle and had acquired their cleavage; yet 
they never repose upon a surface which has been exposed 
"to sub·aerio.1 weathering. 

!I.-They are intrusive sills because of the combination of 
the following facts: 

1. They are strictly analogous to the great dykes of the 
region. \ a) In their general relations to the adjacent 
rocks, and in their field aspect. (b) In that both the 
·upper and lower sides of the sheets have the facies of 
a dense aphanitic rock, which grades towards the middle 
into a coar sely crystalline rock. 

2. They have a practically uniiorm thickness over large areas. 
3. The columnar struct.ure extends from lower surface to 

upper surface, as it does from wall to wall in the dykes. 
4. They intersected the strata abo"e and below them after 

the la.tter had been hard and brittle. 
5. They ma.y be observed in direct continuity with dykes. 
6. They pass from one horizon to another. 
8. The bottom of the sedimentary strata. above them, where· 

ever it is observable, is a freshly ruptured surface. 
9. Apophyses of the t rap p ass from the ma.in sheet into the 

cracks of the slate above and below. 
10. The tra.p sheets, pa.rticula.rly at the upper contac ~, hold in 

cluded fragments of the overlying slates. 
11. They locally alter the slates above and below them. 

GEOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES. 

In t.he lake Superior region tbe lowest great division o.f the 
PaJreozoic is known to the Minnesota survey as the Tacon"ic 
system. This system embraces two gl'OUPS, viz: T heAnimikie 
and the Keweenian ~Keweena.wan). Between the Animikie and 
the Keweenian there is an interval of erosion and a conseque nt 
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unconformity. In the opinion of the writer this unconformity 
represents a much mort:) important interval than bas been com
monly supposed. The slight amount of disturbance, which 
affected the Animikie rocks prior to the deposition of tbe Ke
weenian.leaves the two sets of rocks in nearly parallel bedding; 
and the fact of uplift and long continued erosion of the Animikie, 
prior to the deposition of the Keweenian, is only realized by a 
careful study of the contacts of the latter with the lower rocks. 
The belief that the two groups of rocks were in stratigraphic 
continUity, or only separated by a sligh t break, seems to have 
led the earlier geologists to regard the trap sheets associated 
with the Animikie as simply a. manifestation of the volca.nic 
activity which prevailed in Keweenian times. 

The propositions established in this paper tend to empha· 
size the contrast between the two divisions of tbe Taconic 
system. Not only is there a pronounced stratigraphic break ' 
between the Animikie and the Keweeniao, but the earlier group 
was deposited in a time of quiescence entirely free from vol
canic disturbances, while during the deposition of the latter, 
volcanic extravasations were poured out in no sparing meas
ure. 

The contrast which is thus presented by the two divisions of 
the Taconic system is analogous to that which obtains between 
the two divisions of the Ontarian system in the Archrean. Tbe 
lower group of the Ontarian system, the Coutchiching, is a' 
great series of metamorphic sediments free from volcanic rocksj" 
this is followed by the Keewatin group, in which volcanic rocks 
and their metamorphic products predominate. 

The recognition of t,he trap sheets as laccolitic sills opens up 
tQ students of American geology a large and interesting prob
lem of a phase of crust-building which is here barely toucbed 
upon. The lateral injection of great sheets of molten matter 
within the bedding planes of horizontal series of rocks is of 
course a well known fact. But it is also a problem in physical 
geology which has not been thoroughly worked out; and the 
prevalence and importance of the process of lateral intrusion, 
as a factor in the development of ihe earth's crust, is far from 
being sufficiently recognized in geological literature, notwith
s tanding the impetus which has been given to this line of in
quiry by Gilbert's classic work on the Henry mounta.ins. t 

·Coml)are. )lOwe vn, N. n. and B . V . Wlncbell (Iron 0",8 0 t Mlonesnta 1)1) 11-24) who 
s how that p robably the " e rm i llo., (Voutcble hlnl( lsed lments are modified oundltloUR 
of o lder sedltuents of Ilke nrl g in and cbarae t.er ",Itll those of the K6t\watlll. 

t Gompare a lso N . H. W;"ch~lt. So",e thou"h ts On eruptive roclls with special reter
"Dce to tbose or Mlrllle'iOtK, A. A. A. S" 1888, PI' . 212-221. 
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To investigators desirous of attacking this important prob· 
lem no more successful field, and no more abundant opportun
ities for unobscured observation of fresh rocks, could be de · 
sired than those presented by the northwest coast of lake Su
perior. 

The taccolitic character of the trap caps of the region of 
course implies an extensive erosion and removal of the once over
lying strata, How thick this volume of rock originally was 
we have little means of knowing. It seems not improbable, 
however, that over much of the Auimikie region now capped 
with these thick sills, not only was there a very considerable 
thickness of the upper portions of the Animikie, but alsO t hat 
the Keweeuian strata occupied the sa.me a. rea. 

The s ills are not only of later age than the Animikie. but they 
appear to be of distinctly post·Keweenian age. As has been 
shown, the sills pass from the horizon of the Animikie to the 
Keweenian, and the same features which prove them to be in· 
trusive in the Animikie show then also to be intrusive in the 
Keweenian. Thi.s is t r ue. not onl~' of the Keweenian of the 
Canadian side of lake Super ior, bu t also of the Keweenian of 
the Minnesota coast,. While fully r ecognizing the essentially 
volcanic character of the Keweenian series the writer has no 
hesitation in stating his opinion that many of the heavy sheets 
of dark diabase or gabbro, which prevail on the Minnesota 
coast, particularly in its eastern portion, and which have been 
described and referred to hy former observers as volcanic flows 
of Keweenian age, are laccolitic sills. These have been injec t· 
ed along the bedding planes of the volcanic sheets of the Ke 
weenian, j ust as they have been between the sedimentary planes 
of the Animikie. These are, therefore, of post-Keweenian age. 
Many of these sheets are petrographically identical with those 
of the Animikie province, while others present differences in 
mineralogical detail and general as pect. 

The recognition of the laccolitic character of the t rap sheets 
associated with the Animikie rocks, and of th'~ir analogues 
associated with the Keweenian, involves the recognition also 
of a distinct and important event in the geological history of 
the lake Superior region. The intrusion of these sills is an 
event subsequent to the formation of the Animikie and Keween · 
fan rocks. How much la.ter in age they are we do not yet 
know, as there are no other palooozoic rocks in the region to 
serve as a proxima.te limit. They may, indeed , be much later 
than the Taconic, and may possibly correspond in age with the 
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g reat series of trap rocks intruded in the S ilurian rocks of 
Quebec, of which mount Royal, at Montreal, is a. well known 
instance. In view of the uncertainty as to their age, and 
of tbeir individuality as !ltn igneous formation distinct from the 
Animikie and the Keweenian stra.ta, these trap. sheets seem to 
require a di stinctive name. To continue to refer to them as 
the Animikie traps, is to cultivate a. confusion of ideas, and to 
refer to them as the "tra.p sheets associated with the Animi kie" 
is too c umbersome. Therefore, in the interest of clear ideas, 
a.nd in order to signalize the discover y of an important event 
in the geologica.l history of the region, the wri ter proposes to 
desig1:H~te these trap sheets as lhe Logan sills, in bonor of 
the late 8 ir William E. Logan, to whose tireless resea.rch 
American geology owes an enduring debt of g ra.t itude, and 
whose explora.tions ga.ve us our first knowledge of the physical 
geology of la.ke Superior, and of the rocks which form the sub
ject of this paper. 

., . 
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